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Statement of Compliance
To the Hon Liza Harvey MLA, Minister for Training and Workforce Development
In accordance with Section 61 of the Financial Management Act 2006, we hereby submit for your
information and presentation to Parliament the Annual Report of Central Institute of Technology
for the period ending 31 December 2015.
The report has been prepared in accordance with the provisions of the Financial Management Act
2006.

Emeritus Professor Bill Louden AM
Chair Governing Council
Central Institute of Technology
11 March 2016

Contact Details
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NORTHBRIDGE WA 6865
T: 1300 300 822
F: 08 9427 1999
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Managing Director’s Report
Welcome to Central’s 2015 Annual Report.
This year has been a challenging yet
fruitful one, as we have undertaken
numerous strategies to improve the
quality of our delivery, the experience of
our students, and the technology platform
that we base our operations upon.
Key to this has been the introduction of a
new student management system, which
has necessitated a significant amount of
planning and preparation from all staff to
ensure that the Institute and is prepared
for the implementation in 2016. The
system, which has been called Student
Administration and Management (SAM),
is set to transform the student experience
by allowing true self-service, as well as
student success management, study
planning, and automated award delivery.
The system is set to ‘go live’ in April 2016,
and thanks to the efforts of staff, Central
is on track to get there.
This year Central also initiated a review of
its administrative structure in order to
improve the efficiency and quality of
delivery, and facilitate the implementation
of SAM. The review has led to a new
administrative structure which will enable
improved consistency and efficiency of
services and processes, better defined
roles and responsibilities, clearer career
pathways for admin staff, and the
improvement of the student experience.
The new structure will be implemented in

March 2016, just in time for the
introduction of SAM.
2015 also saw significant progression
towards the Institute’s strategy to improve
student pathways. This has included the
development of a new VET in Schools
(VETiS) strategy, which will ensure a more
consistent approach in the provision of
service to schools. From 2016, Central will
also implement an enrolment guarantee
to enable all VETiS students a pathway
into Central’s vocational and higher
education qualifications. Other
achievements included the
implementation of the new higher
education Diploma of Commerce, and
approval of the Associate Degree of Visual
Art and Associate Degree of Design by
Tertiary Education Quality Standards
Agency (TEQSA), which will enable the
qualifications to be delivered from
semester one 2016.
Central has also pursued a number of
strategies in order to achieve its strategic
priority of excellence in teaching and
learning. This has included the trial of
eVALUate, a new approach to collecting
feedback from students about their course
and teaching performance. The results
from the survey will be used to guide staff
into appropriate and relevant professional
development (PD), and will also be used to
identify improvements in assessment
practice. In further support of staff PD,
Central also implemented an academic PD

program, which aims to build a stronger
academic culture. Under the program, PD
has been effectively restructured to
ensure maximum participation and enable
academic staff to complete 20 hours of PD
each semester.
Our efforts to improve the student
experience are already bringing positive
results, with student satisfaction
increasing to 85.6%, from 83.3% in 2014.
Module load completion rates (MLCR) also
continue to rise, increasing to 82% from
80.7% in 2014.
Preparation work, which began back in
2011, enabled us to understand and plan
for, and mitigate the impacts of the
reduced high school leavers cohort in 2015,
resulting in only a slight impact on
Central’s business operations.
These are just some of the successes that
have been achieved over the course of the
year, all of which would have not occurred
without the dedication and hard work of
our staff, and guidance from our
Governing Council. I sincerely thank both
for their time and continued efforts, and
look forward to exciting prospects to be
brought about in 2016.

Neil Fernandes
Managing Director
11 March 2016
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Overview of the Agency
Executive Summary
In 2015, Central delivered 5.3 million publicly funded student
contact hours (SCH), down from 6.07 million SCH delivered
in 2014, while total student enrolments (excluding onshore
and offshore international) declined by 10.9%
Excellence in Teaching and Learning
In 2015, Central implemented a number of projects in
support of its strategic goal of excellence in teaching and
learning. A key project was eVALUate, which was a new
approach to collecting feedback from students about their
teaching and learning experiences. The eVALUate project
was piloted in six learning portfolios in semester one of 2015,
with additional portfolios participating in semester two.
Feedback from eVALUate will be used to establish teaching
and assessment standards and make improvements to
teaching and learning practice. From 2016, all learning
portfolios will participate in eVALUate.
Central continued to develop the capabilities of our
academic staff through the implementation of an academic
professional development program. These programs were
re-aligned with Central’s priorities to help build an academic
culture and practice of excellence in teaching and learning.
Central’s efforts to improve the student experience is
reflected in our student satisfaction rating, which increased
by 2.3% to 85.6%.
Seamless Student Pathways
In 2015, Central continued to implement strategies to
streamline and clarify the management of processes
surrounding the provision of VET in Schools to ensure a
more targeted and efficient service to schools. This included
the development of a revised auspice partnership model,

establishing transition rates for VET in Schools courses and
the implementation of the Enrolment Guarantee Policy,
which provides successful Year 12 VET in School students
with a clear pathway into further studies at the Institute.
Central also commenced delivery of the Diploma of
Commerce, its first higher education course, and received
accreditation from the Tertiary Education Quality Standards
Agency (TEQSA) to deliver to new Associate Degrees in
2016.

steady, reflecting Central’s efforts to develop profitable
international business opportunities.

Benefits for Business

Central also continued its work with the Foyer Oxford, and
received recognition for its specialist ‘Jumpstart’ program.
The program, which supports Foyer Oxford residents in
finding education and employment opportunities, was the
winner of the ‘Initiative of the Year’ at the Western
Australian Training Awards. The Foyer Oxford itself was also
a recipient of the 2015 Premier’s Awards for Excellence,
winning the Strengthening Families and Communities
Award.

In 2015, Central continued to respond to the needs of
businesses and industry. The Institute signed a
Memorandum of Understanding with the Local Government
Managers Australia (LGMA) WA to deliver industry training
for employees of local government. This will enable local
government officers to access customised training in areas
such as project management, management, business
administration, accounting, financial services, frontline
management and training and assessment. The Institute
also developed several new courses in consultation with
industry, including short courses aimed at industry
personnel, such as 3D printing and Building Information
Modelling courses.
International Success
This year, Central worked to increase international student
numbers, and improve our engagement with the local
international agents after a survey indicated that over 50%
of international students resided in Perth prior to
commencing at Central. An inaugural International Open
Day was held, as well as receptions, workshops and campus
tours. Offshore international student numbers remained

Community Citizenship
The Roaming Education and Community Health (REACH)
program at the Mount Lawley campus was expanded in 2015,
providing clinical training opportunities to enrolled nursing
students as well as basic health services to a variety of
groups in the community.

Our Capability
Central continued to prepare for the implementation of the
student management system, called SAM, which has to
date been highly successful in terms of staff engagement. A
review of Central’s teaching and student services
administrative structure (the Admin Review) will enable the
Institute to be more efficient and will facilitate the
successful implementation of SAM in 2016.
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About Central Institute of Technology

Mission and Values

Overview

Mission

Central Institute of Technology has a history spanning 115
years, making it the oldest post-compulsory education
institution in Western Australia. ‘Perth Technical School’,
as it was originally known, held its first classes on 16 May
1900.

To provide students with a contemporary and engaging
learning experience leading to the qualifications, skills,
knowledge, and attitudes for a successful future.

The Institute provides vocational education and training to
around 27,000 students, of which about 4,100 are onshore
and offshore international students.
Central Institute of Technology is the premier deliverer of
paraprofessional qualifications in Western Australia and is
the major deliverer of higher level qualifications in the
State, with 41% of delivery at Certificate IV and above.
The Institute is a major contributor to the economic
development of the broader community, responding
directly to the requirements of industry, employers and
government for a highly skilled and capable workforce.

Programs
The Institute offers over 400 nationally accredited courses,
ranging from Certificate I to Graduate Certificate, together
with a range of customised fee-for-service training courses.
Central’s close relationships with industry ensure that
courses are practical, job-focused and driven by
employment outcomes.

Services
Central Institute of Technology provides a range of industry
and employer consultancy and workforce development
services, designed to increase skill development and
utilisation in the workplace, increase productivity and build
business capability.

Values
Central Institute of Technology has developed a set of five
values to assist in realising the Institute’s mission. These
values underpin the development of all Institute products
and services.

Responsibility
We own our behaviour, actions and outcomes, by:







Delivering what we promise
Ensuring we are well informed in decisions we make
Leading by example
Not apportioning blame
Considering the impact our actions have on others
Being environmentally conscious

Professionalism
We become good at what we do, by:

Ambition
We create competitive advantage and set ourselves apart,
by:






Seeking new opportunities, and challenges
Exercising our best judgement
Setting the highest standards
Exceeding expectations
Developing leaders at all levels







Understanding the broader context in which we work
Constantly looking to develop and improve our
knowledge and skills
Collaborating within and across teams
Being motivated and positive
Reflecting on our performance and seeking out
feedback

Ingenuity

Respect

We find new and better ways of doing things, by:

We act with honesty and integrity, and build trust in each
other, by:













Welcoming the diversity of our staff and students
Supporting others’ efforts
Providing feedback in a constructive way
Forgiving mistakes made when acting in good faith
Understanding and acknowledging other’s roles in the
Institute

Imagining
Seeing opportunities and not barriers
Being agile and adaptable
Learning from mistakes
Enjoying ourselves
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Strategic Plan 2015-2018
The Strategic Plan 2015-2018 sets out six priorities that will
guide Central’s efforts over the next four years and the
goals we must achieve to deliver on these priorities.

Excellence in Teaching and Learning
In order to provide students with an exceptional learning
experience, our teaching staff and leaders will be provided
with the training and support required to innovate and
excel. The development of a new academic management
system will reinforce and strengthen excellence in teaching
practice while staff will become fluent in the use of digital
technologies for teaching, learning and administration.
Our goals are:

A culture and practice that promotes excellence in
teaching and learning; and

Student-centric learning that creates the best possible
opportunity for students to excel.





Partnerships with schools to promote pathways to
employment and further study;
Consolidation and alignment of VET qualifications
with priorities set by industry and government; and
New higher education qualifications and pathways.

Benefits for Business
With more than 100 years of accumulated experience
providing training that meets the needs of individual
businesses and entire industries, Central will continue to
deliver customised training solutions that meet the needs
of our business clients and partners – in the workplace, via
employment-based modes including traineeships, and
apprenticeships or in the form of customised short courses.
Our goal is:

Tailored, comprehensive and integrated training
solutions that meet the skill needs of local businesses
and industry.

Seamless Student Pathways

International Success

The post-secondary educational environment that Central
operates in is undergoing significant change. The onceprecise boundaries between secondary schooling, training
and higher education are no longer clear and as a
consequence, challenges and opportunities abound.
Central is well positioned to respond to the Federal
Government’s planned deregulation of higher education as
well as changes to the Western Australian Certificate of
Education.

Central has more than 60 years of experience delivering
training to international students. The Institute is a major
provider of training to onshore international students and
its offshore activities are viable and undertaken in
conjunction with quality partners.

Our goals are:

A senior schooling program at Central;

Our goals are:

Increased international student numbers;

Strengthened, quality offshore partnerships; and

New international business opportunities.

Community Citizenship
Having a long history of contributing to the development of
the local community, Central aims to take an active part in
enriching the communities in which we work, and which
support and assist us. Central’s staff take considerable
pride in the Institute’s history of actively working with
communities and representative organisations.
Our goal is:

Partnerships with the communities that are mutually
beneficial.

Our Capability
Central’s ability to deliver on our Strategic Plan is
dependent upon having highly-skilled staff, contemporary
and engaging infrastructure, modern systems and services
and continued financial sustainability. In order to provide
the best learning experience for our students, we must
ensure that our staff have the skills, capabilities,
opportunities and resources to provide world-class
teaching and outstanding customer service.
Our goals are:

A values-based culture in which all staff are supported
in skills development and accountable for their
performance;

A skilled and sustainable workforce through planning
and action;

An organisational structure that is more efficient and
supports better career progression; and

Flexible, enterprise systems that support the
Institute’s strategic direction and effectively service
the needs of staff and students alike.
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Student Population
The number of students who undertook a course at Central
(excluding offshore international students) decreased by
10.9% to 24,454.
The largest group of students continued to be the 15 to 19
year age group, representing 26.7% of the total student
population. The 30-39 year age group was the next largest
cohort with 19.8% of the student population, followed by
the 20-24 year age group (16.1%) and the 25-29 year age
group (13.9%). Approximately 45% of students were aged
24 years or under.
Of the total enrolments, 20.1% of students were enrolled in
Certificate III courses, 19.0% of students were enrolled in
Certificate IV courses and 22.2% of students were enrolled
in Diploma courses.

Student Population by Age Group
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Approximately 61% of students who studied at Central in
2015 were female and 52.0% of students studied part-time.

Student Population by Qualification Level
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Operational Structure
Enabling Legislation

Organisational Structure

Central Institute of Technology was established as a
statutory authority on 1 January 1997 under Section 35 of
the Vocational Education and Training Act 1996. The
Institute is a body corporate with the Governing Council
established as the accountable authority.

Responsible Minister
In 2015 Central Institute of Technology was responsible to
the Hon Liza Harvey MLA, Minister for Training and
Workforce Development, with the primary purpose of
delivering vocational education and training and other
related activities determined by the Minister.
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Corporate Governance

Governance Structure

Central has an effective corporate governance structure in
place, which is supported by boards, systems, practices,
processes and documentation that guide the performance,
operation and management of the organisation, ensure
legislative requirements are met and ensure the
achievement of desired outcomes.
Central operates within the parameters of a range of
legislative requirements, whole-of-government and
vocational education and training policy directions. A range
of procedures are in place to address the operational and
planning activities necessary to comply with legislation and
policies.
Central recognises the importance of good governance to
ensure the best possible outcomes are delivered by the
State training sector and that Western Australians receive
value for money from the State Government. In signing the
Governance Charter with the Minister for Training and
Workforce Development and the Department of Training
and Workforce Development, Central commits to:





implementing the Governance Framework throughout
the organisation;
embracing the nine principles of good governance;
ensuring minimum standards of governance are in
place; and
continuing to take an active role in discussions
regarding the ongoing development of the
Governance Framework.

The Governing Council and Managing Director commit to:



implementing the minimum standards of governance;
and
meeting the Governance Framework requirements,
remaining financially viable and meeting the State
Government’s training priorities.
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Governing Council

Emeritus Professor William Louden AM (Chair)

Stedman Ellis

Central’s Governing Council is responsible for overseeing
the Institute’s operations and affairs. Whilst the Governing
Council is the ultimate authority in the Institute, it
delegates its powers as the employing authority and
manager to the Managing Director. The Governing Council
is responsible for ensuring that all delegations are carried
out diligently and effectively.

Professor Louden is an Emeritus Professor of Education at
The University of Western Australia (UWA). He was Senior
Deputy Vice-Chancellor at UWA from 2009-13, and Dean of
Education from 2006-2008. Professor Louden’s key
research areas have included literacy, teacher effectiveness
and educational change.

Mr Ellis is the Chief Operating Officer - Western Region at
the Australian Petroleum Production & Exploration
Association and a Director at the Minerals Research
Institute of Western Australia. For three years, Mr Ellis was
the Deputy Director General at the WA Department of
Mines and Petroleum where he dealt with key policy and
strategic issues involved in delivering the government’s
priorities in this area. As Vice President of External Affairs
at BHP Billiton, he oversaw the development of many of
BHP Billiton’s community programs in the Pilbara.

The Governing Council consists of a Chairperson, Deputy
Chairperson, the Managing Director and between 6 and 10
other members appointed by the Minister for Training and
Workforce Development. Members are selected for their
experience and expertise in education, training, industry or
community affairs and for their ability to contribute to the
strategic direction of the Institute.
The Governing Council oversees the strategic direction of
the Institute through the execution of its statutory
functions under the Vocational Education and Training Act
1996, Public Sector Management Act 1994 and the Financial
Management Act 2006.
Finance, Audit and Risk Management Subcommittee of
Governing Council
The Finance, Audit and Risk Management (FARM)
Subcommittee of Governing Council has appropriate
oversight of key governance issues, and is responsible for
investigating issues to inform the Governing Council and to
make recommendations for Council endorsement. The
FARM Subcommittee of Governing Council consists of
three or more Governing Council members, as nominated
by the full Council from time to time.
As at 31 December 2015, membership of the Governing
Council and FARM Subcommittee of Governing Council
was as follows:

Professor Louden is currently a board member of
Brightwater Care Group Inc., and a trustee of the Fogarty
Foundation. He was previously Chair of the Curriculum
Council of Western Australia, a foundation board member
of the Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting
Authority, and foundation Deputy Chair of the Australian
Institute for Teaching and School Leadership.
Professor Louden has a PhD from the University of Toronto,
and arts and education degrees from UWA and Murdoch
University, and is a Fellow of the Australian College of
Educators. In 2014, Professor Louden was appointed as a
Member of the Order of Australia for services to education.
Professor Louden has been Chair of the Governing Council
since 2015.
Peter Browne (Deputy Chair)
Mr Browne manages BHP Billiton Iron Ore education
partnerships in the Pilbara, which are designed to improve
opportunities for rural and remote students. Mr Browne is
also a Councillor on the Claremont Town Council.
Mr Browne has previously held positions as the Director
General of Education, Adjunct Professor at Curtin
University, and Education Consultant at BHP Billiton Iron
Ore.
Mr Browne has been a member of the Governing Council
since 2012.

Mr Ellis has a Bachelor of Arts from The University of
Western Australia and a Graduate Diploma from the
Australian Institute of Company Directors.
Mr Ellis has been a member of the Governing Council since
2008.
Mara West
Ms West has an education and training background, having
worked in the vocational education and training sector for
many years.
Ms West has considerable experience in Aboriginal
programs, having participated in the development, review
and evaluation of a number of significant indigenous
projects.
Ms West joined the Governing Council in 2008, and is
Chairperson of Central’s Aboriginal Employment,
Education and Training Committee.
Colin Campbell-Fraser
Mr Campbell-Fraser is a communications adviser and
consultant with experience in high level management,
supervision, planning, decision making and negotiation.
Formerly the Principal Advisor (External Relations and
Advocacy) at The University of Western Australia, he
provided advice to the Vice-Chancellor and Executive of
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the University to support the University's goal of achieving
international excellence.

Committee of the Minerals Council of Australia and a
member of Chief Executive Women.

Mr Campbell-Fraser is a member of the Advisory Board of
The University Club and a Consultative Director of the
Perth Convention Bureau. Throughout his working life, Mr
Campbell-Fraser has been an active member and office
bearer of a diverse range of community based
organisations.

Ms Farrell has a Bachelor of Science from The University of
Western Australia and a Graduate Diploma in Business
Administration from Curtin University.

Mr Campbell-Fraser has been a member of the Governing
Council since 2007.
Paul Jones
Mr Jones is an architect and a director of Perth company PJ
Architecture. He has a wealth of experience through his
involvement in projects produced by his practice as well as
extensive experience in his time with Foster Associates in
London as the Project Architect for Stansted Airport and
the Renault Headquarters.
Mr Jones’ experience has been recognised, awarded and
sought after by government and business leaders to create
innovative built and urban places, including major
infrastructure and planning projects in Australia and New
Zealand.

In 2012, Ms Farrell was named the Women in Resources
Champion by the WA Chamber for Minerals and Energy.

Ms Bianchini has been a member of the Governing Council
since 2015.
Neil Fernandes

Ms Farrell has been a member of the Governing Council
since 2012.

Mr Fernandes has been the Managing Director at Central
Institute of Technology since July 2005 and is an ex officio
member of the Governing Council.

Dorothy Collins

Executive Management Team

Ms Collins is Special Counsel at Panetta McGrath Lawyers,
practising in commercial, corporate, administrative law and
governance, primarily in the health and aged care
industries.

The Executive Management Team consists of the
Managing Director, Executive Directors, Chief Financial
Officer and Director Organisational Development. The
Executive Management Team has overall responsibility for
the day-to-day effective and efficient operation of the
Institute, and undertakes strategic and business planning.
Members chair the governance boards and committees at
Central.

Prior to her role at Panetta McGrath Lawyers, Ms Collins
worked as Group General Counsel with responsibility for all
legal advice to the Silver Chain Group. Ms Collins has also
maintained the positions of General Counsel and University
Secretary of The University of Queensland.
Ms Collins is currently a member of both the Edith Cowan
University Foundation Board and Legislative Committee.

Mr Jones has been a member of the Governing Council
since 2009.

Ms Collins has been a member of the Governing Council
since 2015.

Joanne Farrell

Dianne Bianchini

Ms Farrell is the Global Head of Health, Safety,
Environment and Communities for Rio Tinto and is
responsible for leading the team that provides policy,
standards guidance and governance of health, safety,
environment and community matters for the Rio Tinto
group of companies.

Ms Bianchini is the Chief Health Professions Officer for the
WA Department of Health, providing strategic advice on 25
Allied Health and Health Science professions, and
championing integrated and collaborative service delivery
across disciplines and sectors.

Ms Farrell is a board member of the Perth Institute of
Contemporary Arts, a member of the Sustainability

Greater Northern Australia Regional Training Network
Council. She was previously a Board member and Chair of
MercyCare.

Ms Bianchini has a background in social work, and has
delivered extensive clinical reform in the health sector. Ms
Bianchini is currently Chair of the WA Clinical Training
Network governance committee, and a member of the

Central would like to acknowledge Ros Howell, Executive
Director, Health and Community Services and Mandy
Taylor, Chief Financial Officer, who both left the Institute in
2015. Central also thanks Lee Watson for his contribution
as Chief Financial Officer in 2015.
Throughout 2015, various members of the Institute’s senior
leadership team contributed to the Executive Committee
meetings as and when required. The Executive
Management Team sincerely thanks them for their
contribution.

Administering Legislation
The Minister for Training and Workforce Development
administers the Vocational Education and Training Act 1996.
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Legislative Environment
Central complies with the following relevant legislation:
Archive Act 1983, Commonwealth
Children and Community Services Act 2004
Classification Enforcement Act 1996
Commercial Tenancy (Retail Shops) Agreements Act 1985
Constitution Act 1889
Copyright Act 1968, Commonwealth
Corruption and Crime Commission Act 2003
Disability Services Act 1993
Education Service Providers (Full Fee Overseas Students)
Registration Act 1991
Education Services for Overseas Students Act 2000,
Commonwealth
Electoral Act 1907
Equal Opportunity Act 1984
Financial Management Act 2006
Freedom of Information Act 1992
Government Employees Superannuation Act 1987
Income Tax Assessment Act 1997, Commonwealth
Industrial Relations Act 1979
Library Board of Western Australia Act 1951
Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993
Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984
Privacy Act 1988, Commonwealth
Public Interest Disclosure Act 2003
Public Sector Management Act 1994
Spam Act 2003, Commonwealth
State Records Act 2000
State Supply Commission Act 1991
Vocational Education and Training Act 1996
Workers’ Compensation and Injury Management Act 1981
Working with Children (Criminal Record Checking) Act 2004
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Performance Management Framework
Outcomes Based Management Framework
The Government Goal “Results-based service delivery” best covers Central Institute of Technology’s core business. The link between this government goal and agency level government desired
outcomes and services is presented below:

Government Goal

Desired Outcomes

Services

The provision of vocational education and training
services to meet community and industry training
needs.

1.

Delivering nationally accredited training courses from
Certificate I to Graduate Certificate

2.

Apprenticeships and traineeships

3.

Foundation and access programs

4.

Fee-for-service courses including onshore international
delivery, short courses and single subscriber courses

Results-based Service Delivery:
To ensure a greater focus on achieving results in key service
delivery areas for the benefit of all Western Australians.

Changes to Outcome Based Management Framework
Central Institute of Technology’s outcome based management framework did not change during 2015.

Shared Responsibilities with Other Agencies
Central Institute of Technology does not share any responsibilities with other agencies.
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with the partnership providing valuable experience to
students.

Divisional Performances
Health and Community Services
The division remains the dominant trainer of Enrolled
Nurses for Western Australia, and one of the leading
providers of Aged Care training. The division also includes
Community and Children’s Services, English as a Second
Language and General Education, Disabilities Programs,
Youth Work, Sport, Fitness, Beauty Therapy, Massage and
Dental programs at the Nedlands campus.

Health
Student Contact Hours (SCH) delivery
(profile only)
Module Load Completion Rate %
(profile only)
Total number of qualifications
delivered (Certificate I and above)

The Health portfolio supported a number of health-based
charities throughout 2015, to both raise funds for vital
health care initiatives and to raise student and staff
awareness. In October, REACH and Foyer Oxford joined
forces and hosted a ‘Girls Night In’ to support the Cancer
Council’s nationwide fundraising initiative for breast and
gynaecological cancer research and support services. The
portfolio also held other educational sessions for students,
including Donate Life, R U OK Day, and Act Belong Commit.

ESL and General Education
748, 049
SCH delivery (profile only)
86.7%
15

* To reduce duplicate count of students - only the highest
qualification student studied in a division was considered.
This applies to all tables that follow.
In 2015, the Health portfolio was successful in securing a
three year grant for the training of Aboriginal health
workers in regional and remote areas of Western Australia.
The focus of the program is to build the knowledge, skills
and capacity of Aboriginal health workers in the areas of
oral health screening, primary prevention and health
education, with a particular focus on improving the health
outcomes for children.
The Roaming Education and Community Heath (REACH)
initiative further expanded clinical training opportunities
for enrolled nursing students by commencing Diabetic
Retinopathy screening clinics in partnership with Royal
Perth Hospital. Over 300 patients were screened in 2015,

Module Load Completion Rate %
(profile only)
Total number of qualifications
delivered (Certificate I and above)

676,845
71.9%
16

The ESL and General Education portfolio successfully
negotiated and signed pathway agreements with Murdoch
University, Edith Cowan University, Curtin University and
UWA for students who have completed the Learning
Advantage Program, which is designed for mature age
students. The pathways offer the opportunity to gain a
place in an undergraduate bridging course after completing
the program.
The General Education team continued the delivery of the
Jumpstart program at the Foyer Oxford. The program
supports Foyer residents who are homeless or at risk of
homelessness, in finding education and employment
opportunities. The program has been incredibly successful,
and was this year recognised at the WA Training Awards,
winning Initiative of the Year Award.

Excellence’, in order to support professional development
for those within the ESL and General Education industries.
Over 160 teachers and professionals attended the
symposium.

Sport, Fitness and Lifestyle
SCH delivery (profile only)
Module Load Completion Rate %
(profile only)
Total number of qualifications
delivered (Certificate I and above)

461,811
91.1%
22

In 2015, the portfolio successfully enrolled 82 students into
the More Support for Students with Disabilities (MSSD)
program, an initiative supported by the Federal
Department of Education and Training. The program
provided funding for Education Assistants in public schools
to complete a Certificate III or IV in Education Support
through Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL).
The portfolio helped 29 Physical Education teachers
achieve a Certificate II in Sport & Recreation through RPL,
to formally recognise their vocational competence for
delivering auspiced programs in schools.
The portfolio also enrolled five students from the
Ngaanyatjarra Lands School, located in the western desert
of Western Australia. These remote students were the first
to successfully participate in an online program, which was
delivered through the BlackBoard learning platform.

The portfolio held a very successful two-day Language,
Literacy and Numeracy Symposium entitled ‘Striving for
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Community and Children’s Services
SCH delivery (profile only)
Module Load Completion Rate %
(profile only)
Total number of qualifications
delivered (Certificate I and above)

448,695
83.7%

financial resources to support employees in gaining a
qualification through work based training. The portfolio is
working collaboratively with not-for-profit agencies in
addressing this issue.

Higher Education
43

The portfolio was awarded VET Outbound Mobility funding
to send eight students and o lecturer from the Certificate IV
and Diploma in Community Services Work to India for a
volunteer work placement. The students spent time with
several organisations that work specifically with
impoverished communities, presenting a unique
opportunity to transfer their skills to an international
setting.
This year the portfolio initiated a volunteering program,
Another Person’s Shoes, designed to provide staff and
students with ‘taster’ and ‘one off’ volunteering
opportunities at a number of agencies, including the
Salvation Army and the Ruah Centre. These opportunities
provided students and staff with a meaningful insight into
the lives of the homeless and disadvantaged.
In 2015, Community Services student numbers continued
to grow, for both campus and work based students.
Support from industry facilitated an increased number of
fieldwork placements, as well as guest speakers and special
projects. Ongoing consultation with industry led to the
introduction of a Certificate IV in Mental Health in order to
meet industry and community demand. The course
provides education on mental health disorders and training
in how to enhance the quality of life of clients experiencing
mental health issues.
The portfolio experienced a reduction in the uptake of
traineeships and work based training in the Aged Care and
Disability sectors. Many not-for-profit agencies lack the

In 2015, the Higher Education team supported the
implementation of the higher education Diploma of
Commerce, including planning and managing the
commencement of the program as well as ongoing
requirements. Central also successfully applied for
registration on the Commonwealth Register of Institutions
and Courses for Overseas Students (CRICOS), enabling
international students to enrol in the Diploma of
Commerce.
The team also helped gain TEQSA (Tertiary Education
Quality and Standards Agency) accreditation of the
Associate Degree of Visual Art and the Associate Degree of
Design, both of which will commence delivery in 2016.
The Higher Education team project managed UniConnect,
which saw in excess of 200 Central Diploma and Advanced
Diploma students attend. UniConnect invited all Western
Australian universities to make presentations to the
students on the subject of articulation and receiving
advanced credits for VET qualifications.

Engineering, Resources and Construction
The Engineering, Resources and Construction division
continues to be the State’s leading provider of higher level
paraprofessional qualifications in Engineering, Building
Design and Construction Technology, and offers the widest
range of mining related qualifications in Western Australia.
Central focuses on delivering high quality training to full
and part-time students, apprentices and trainees, schools
and companies of all sizes in the metropolitan, regional and
remote areas.

Building Design and Construction Technology
SCH delivery (profile only)
Module Load Completion Rate %
(profile only)
Total number of qualifications
delivered (Certificate I and above)

363,371
82.1%
10

In 2015, the Building Design and Construction Technology
portfolio experienced continued improvements in training
completion rates, as well as high student satisfaction rates.
The portfolio successfully launched several new programs
in response to industry demand. A new Certificate IV in
Residential Building Drafting was developed and scoped for
delivery, with strong industry support. A short course in
Building Information Modelling (BIM) was also developed,
with the course delivered in Central’s leading edge BIM labs
in the Greenskills Training Centre.
A new mode of delivery was developed for existing workers
seeking Builders Registration; the course featured
compressed delivery, tutorial support and rolling
enrolments for delivery sessions.
For international architects relocating to Australia, an
online course in Australian Building Codes and Regulations
was developed. This course is to be launched in 2016.
In 2015, 85 Building and Residential Design students
enrolled in the Liveable Homes Competition, sponsored by
the Disability Services Commission. The competition
challenged students to design accommodation that
incorporated universal access. Two Central students jointly
won the award, with a shared cash prize of $1,000 awarded
to the winning entries.
There was high demand for a commercial Revit course,
building design software built specifically for Building
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Information Modelling (BIM) by organisations requiring
staff training in 3D modelling techniques.

Engineering
SCH delivery (profile only)
Module Load Completion Rate %
(profile only)
Total number of qualifications
delivered (Certificate I and above)

297,340
74.3%
30

The Engineering portfolio successfully hosted a “Girls in
STEM” program, which encourages girls to take up training
and careers in science, technology, engineering and
mathematics. The event was attended by over 55 female
students from 12 different schools.
An agreement was signed with Edith Cowan University for
delivery of the first year of their Bachelor of Engineering,
which is scheduled to commence in 2017.
The portfolio launched a new short introductory 3D
printing course at Central’s East Perth campus. The course
utilises 3D printers purchased for profile funded courses to
meet the demand for shorter courses aimed at industry
personnel. Four to six courses will be run over 2016, subject
to demand.
The Engineering portfolio continued to see improved
training completion rates, which have been steadily
improving for the last four years.

Science, Resources and Environment
SCH delivery (profile only)
Module Load Completion Rate %
(profile only)
Total number of qualifications
delivered (Certificate I and above)

304,164
83.7%
26

This year, the Science, Resources and Environment
portfolio ran an Indigenous Cadet program with the
Department of Fire and Emergency Services for the
delivery of a Certificate II in Resources and Infrastructure
Work Preparation. Approximately 80% of participants
completed the program.

Central conducts offshore are sustainable, undertaken in
conjunction with quality partners and consistent with the
strategic interests of the State. Central offers a variety of
international experiences to our students and staff through
carefully selected mobility programs across several
countries and fields of study.

A contract for workplace training in the Certificate II in
Laboratory Skills and the Diploma in Laboratory
Technology was repeated with mining company AngloGold
Ashanti, which continued to maintain high completion
rates.

In 2015, Central conducted a survey of our International
student cohort and determined that more than 50% of
students were located in Perth prior to commencing at
Central. As a result, increased efforts were undertaken to
improve engagement with the local international agent
community. This included an inaugural International Open
Day which was attended by 200 people. Increased
engagement with local education agents was also
conducted, which included receptions, workshops and
campus tours.

A successful water quality project was conducted with the
Swan River Trust. The project involved monitoring of
coliforms and general water quality parameters at the
Lanius Park drain and through Bennett Brook into the
Upper Swan. The study provided baseline date
requirement for the development of a living stream.
Similarly work was conducted in the Claisebrook Wetlands,
including cleaning rubbish, monitoring water quality and
planting vegetation to improve ecosystems.
As part of National Science Week, Central participated in
the Bioluminscence Project, in collaboration with Dr
Siouxsie Wiles. Central students had the opportunity to
create pieces of art from biological processes, using
Photobacterium phosphoreum (blue-green in colour) to
create their works.

International Market Development
Total number of students

1,772

SCH delivery

1,093,638

International delivery is an important part of Central’s
business activities and a key source of profitable revenue.
Central is a major Western Australian provider of training
to increasing numbers of onshore international students,
who currently come from over 90 countries. The activities

Multiple cultural and community activities were organised
for international students over the year, which helped to
enrich their experience with Central. This included opening
up student mobility programs to international students. As
a result, international students were able to travel to such
countries as India and Thailand, in order to give them a rich
and vibrant educational experience.
International student Thomas Remont won the Council of
International Students in Western Australia award for
International Student of the Year 2015. This was the first
time the award was won by a VET student.

Creative Industries and Enterprise
The Creative Industries and Enterprise division offers VET
and higher education programs across a number of
disciplines including Art, Design, Media, Travel, Tourism,
Events, Hospitality, Languages, Library Studies, Business,
Financial Services, Legal Studies, Property Services and
Leadership and Management.
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With an emphasis on practical training delivered by
industry practitioners, these programs equip graduates
with the skills, knowledge, attitudes and qualifications to
succeed in a range of knowledge and creative industries
sectors. The creative capabilities students develop in these
programs are increasingly being recognised by employers
seeking an edge in complex and highly competitive
business environments.

Art and Craft
SCH delivery (profile only)
Module Load Completion Rate %
(profile only)
Total number of qualifications
delivered (Certificate I and above)

294,258
78.4%
22

In 2015, Central’s Art portfolio successfully established
several new courses, and became the first at Central to
develop an Associate Degree qualification. The Associate
Degree of Visual Art will provide studio experience in the
major art disciplines, including painting, printmaking,
drawing, sculpture, ceramics and media, and will have its
first enrolments in 2016. The program is designed to
prepare students for professional practice as a
contemporary artist, and is the only tertiary course in
Western Australia to concentrate entirely on studio
practice.
This year, Central’s Fashion and Textile students won three
out of five categories at the Perth Fashion Festival’s Future
Runway show, competing against Polytechnic West, Edith
Cowan University and Curtin University.
A number of Art and Craft students participated and were
successful in a number of industry competitions. This
included Advanced Diploma of Jewellery Design student,
Alex Seymour, who won the York Society Art and Craft

Awards in the jewellery category with her “Tangled Light”
series.

while Music student, Kat Wilson, took home the “Best
Artist” award.

Applied Design

Graduates of Central’s Broadcast Television course made a
key contribution to the 43rd WorldSkills Competition in
Brazil. Central students Liam Ozdemir and Mitch Edgar
travelled to Brazil with the WorldSkills team as camera
operators to cover the event, and were highly commended
by the CEO of WorldSkills.

SCH delivery (profile only)
Module Load Completion Rate %
(profile only)
Total number of qualifications
delivered (Certificate I and above)

322,498
82.9%
15

The Applied Design portfolio had many successes over
2015, with many students being formally recognised for
their efforts. Peter Milligan, an Industrial Design Advanced
Diploma student, won the Beacon Lighting Award, a
category within the Furnitex VIVID event that was held in
Melbourne.
One of Central’s Billy Blue students, Christian Oshiro, won
the coveted 2015 National Samsung Staron Award in the
Concept category, for his Kokoro Stand.
Packaging students got the chance to make a submission
to the Southern Cross Packaging Design Awards for 2015.
This provided an opportunity for students to participate in
a national competition, aimed at developing industry
focused skills.

Media
SCH delivery (profile only)
Module Load Completion Rate %
(profile only)
Total number of qualifications
delivered (Certificate I and above)

This year, Central partnered with ScreenWest, resulting in
many students being allocated crew placements on feature
films produced in Perth. Students were given the
opportunity to work in a number of roles, experience the
workplace with real clients and deadlines, and network
with potential employers.
In 2015, Central hosted the annual Australian Institute of
Professional Photography (AIPP) conference and awards,
which was held for the first time in Perth. Several Central
students were successful at the awards, with students
taking home two gold awards, three silver with distinction
awards, and 28 silver awards. Central student, Lisa Anfusio,
was awarded AIPP WA Photography Student of the Year
award.

Commerce
SCH delivery (profile only)

512,726
81.3%
26

Central’s radio station “Boom Radio” won two radio awards
at the International College Radio Platform, Radioflag,
where it competed against college radio stations from
around the world. Central took home the award for “Best
Music Show” for the local music program “Booms Backyard”

Module Load Completion Rate %
(profile only)
Total number of qualifications
delivered (Certificate I and above)

430,325
80.1%
33

In 2015, the Commerce portfolio successfully commenced
delivery of the Diploma of Commerce (Higher Education) in
partnership with Curtin University. The Diploma of
Commerce experienced modest enrolments in 2015, with
18 students. The majority of these students will
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successfully graduate and transition into the second year of
the Bachelor of Commerce at Curtin University.
The portfolio participated in a pilot program centred upon
improving the experience of international students through
the implementation of course level orientations and handson workshops. Staff also participated in a number of
cultural awareness and classroom management workshops.
The Commerce portfolio continued to encourage students
to participate in a number of community and fundraising
events related to their study. This year included AntiPoverty Week, and the What Now conference, which
explored students’ career prospects and pathways into
work or university.

Travel, Tourism, Events and Languages
SCH delivery (profile only)
Module Load Completion Rate %
(profile only)
Total number of qualifications
delivered (Certificate I and above)

years has seen a number of private providers enter the
market. This increased competition has provided the
catalyst for new courses to meet the demands of the
market, while maintaining the quality of Central’s courses.
Early this year, a Certificate III in Events was launched, with
a mixture of full-time and part-time students.

To respond to the demand of online learning and increased
enrolments in online courses, four additional courses were
developed in 2015, including Certificate IV in Workplace
Health and Safety, Certificate IV in Government and
Diplomas in Project Management and Leadership and
Management.

Looking towards new strategies to maintain
competitiveness, Central has been working to sustain
market space in Tourism. In addition to launching a
Certificate III in Tourism in February, Central established a
partnership with the Tourism Council of Western Australia
as the preferred provider of training in the tourism sector.

Central maintained its strong relationship with the
Department of Agriculture and Food (DAFWA), with 2015
seeing the renewal of a training contract until 2018. Central
has provided training to over 300 DAFWA managers in the
Diploma of Project Management since 2012.

Enterprise
SCH delivery (profile only)

366,253
83.9%
39

In July 2015, Central had its first intake of hospitality
training students. These new students were supported by
the opening of Chalk and Cheese Café, a ‘live’ workspace
for students to put their newly learned skills into practice.
Central students now also have access to Quinlan’s
Training Restaurant at Challenger Institute of Technology,
thanks to collaboration between the two institutes.
Central’s Auslan program continues to thrive, with high
student numbers and low attrition rates. A major focus this
year has also been on introducing the use of BlackBoard for
Auslan students. Despite the challenges lecturers faced,
the project was highly successful
For many years, Central has been a leader in the delivery of
events training in Western Australia. However, the last few

Module Load Completion Rate (profile
only)
Total number of qualifications
delivered (Certificate I and above)

109,709
97.5%
55

In February 2015, three consultants from the Enterprise
portfolio flew to Johannesburg, South Africa to launch
Infrastructure for Development, an Australian aid program
that delivered online project management to 40 high level
public servants from eight different African nations. The
course was Central’s first successful attempt at engaging in
an Australian Aid Program, and was very successful with
high completion rates.
In response to a survey in customer service, the portfolio
developed and designed a customer service training
program for over 300 Central staff members. The delivery
ran over several weeks, and received positive feedback. A
large number of staff chose to be assessed on content
covered in the course, as part of earning a Certificate IV in
Business or Customer Service.

Gallery Central
In 2015, the Central Gallery presented 15 major exhibitions.
Revealed, an exhibition showcasing the art of emerging
Western Australian Aboriginal artists, provided income,
exposure and professional development to participants.
The exhibition brought together over 50 artists and art
workers from across the State, and was produced in
collaboration with the Department of Culture and the Arts.
Trapped, an exhibition of the work of Western Australian
artist, Cecile Williams, explored the ecological impact of
‘ghostnets’ and marine debris. The exhibition was
supported by Immersion, a public program talkfest
exploring art for social change. The program was supported
by the City of Perth, and was a resounding success with
scientists, marine biologists, engineers, environmentalists
and participating artists.
Other key exhibitions of the year included Between the
Sheets, hosted collaboratively with Gallery East, and
Transplantation, a touring exhibition of contemporary
jewellery by Australian and British artists.
Central played host to several important artists in
residencies, including that of Italian experimental
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saxophonist, Gianni Denitto, who was here in collaboration
with the Italian Consul and the Perth Jazz Festival.

also visited, and the Governor took part in one of the
program’s interactive English lessons.

vocational relevance for students, beyond just English
language.

Business Services

In Term 3, Mirrabooka classes joined a community garden
project in cooperation with nearby Sudbury House. The
project promotes student engagement in the local
community.

Read Write Now

The Business Services Division comprises the Adult Migrant
English Program, Read Write Now, Delivery Planning and
Performance, Information Technology and Project Services,
Facilities, Financial Services and Marketing and
Communications.
Total number of students*

1275

Total number of international
students*

393

Module Load Completion Rate %

64.7%

Total number of qualifications
delivered (Certificate I and above)

5

Adult Migrant English Program (AMEP), English
Language Intensive Courses for Overseas Students
(ELICOS) and Skills for Education and Employment
(SEE)
AMEP
AMEP provides English language tuition to eligible
migrants and humanitarian entrants. The program teaches
foundation English language and settlement skills to
enable migrants to participate socially and economically in
Australian society.
Community delivery in Mirrabooka continues to impress
with a 20% increase in student enrolments and attendance.
These community centre hubs now make up approximately
30% of the 1,500 active student enrolments.
In October, the AMEP centre in Mirrabooka was visited by
the Governor of Western Australia, Her Excellency the
Honourable Kerry Sanderson AO. The AMEP crèche was

The AMEP is now delivering eight work experience
programs a year. This is twice that of 2014’s delivery.
ELICOS
The ELICOS program delivers intensive general and
academic English for international students. Programs are
designed for those wishing to pathway to mainstream
courses at Central and also for those wanting to improve
their English.
For the first time, Central delivered five ELICOS terms in
2015. The extra term has given students more choice as to
when they can join ELICOS programs, and has had the
added effect of spreading enrolments out over a longer
period.
There has been a marked increase in students progressing
to Central comparative to other State Training Providers. In
2015, 63% of ELICOS students progressed to Central
compared to 54% in 2014.
SEE
In 2015, SEE was impacted by the implementation of
“Jobactive”, which saw agencies referring clients to the SEE
program. Referral priorities for Jobactive meant that the
flow of students into the SEE program was slow during the
middle of 2015. However, improved networking and
stakeholder relationship building through the Department
of Education and Training and Department of Employment
resulted in an increase in students towards the end of 2015.
The focus for 2016 is for Central SEE to improve its

Read Write Now volunteer tutors supported almost 600
adults with literacy needs in 20 regions throughout
Western Australia. 2015 saw great progress for many
students, and the following improvement in students’
abilities (in percentage) was recorded: Reading 96%,
Writing 92%, Spelling 94%, Maths 100%, Technology 93%.
In 2015, the volunteer base was broadened to include a
team of IT volunteers. These new volunteers developed a
database for the program to allow tutors to upload results
online. The new database has helped save volunteers many
hours of administrative work, and simplified report
compilation. A new website was also developed for the
program at no cost.
A volunteer satisfaction survey conducted the Department
of Training and Workforce Development indicated
volunteers were “overwhelmingly satisfied” with the
training, management and support within the program.
iPads were introduced into the program with great success.
As 20% of students have learning disabilities, the
enthusiastic uptake by tutors ready to develop this
expertise has been immensely positive. The program is
fortunate to have a volunteer workforce that is receptive to
change and innovation.

Delivery Planning and Performance
In 2015, the Delivery Planning and Performance team
contributed to the implementation of the new Student
Management System by developing new delivery reports,
ensuring compliance with data standards (such as
AVETMISS) and assuming responsibility for the
configuration and testing of fees. The technical skills of the
team have been called on to analyse, design and put into
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operation a delivery data warehouse. This has involved
extensive coordination with Central’s Information
Technology team to ensure the solution fits with the
development framework.
In 2014 the team developed interactive data sets for senior
managers, consisting of competitor market intelligence
information (such as data on national delivery of VET and
higher education) to provide senior management with a
retrospective overview of the training market. It was
intended that these would be updated annually. However,
the delayed release and a change in the content of VET
data challenged this process in 2015, meaning the team
had to review data sets produced.

Information Technology and Project Services
The team successfully launched the SAM production
environment in December, a considerable achievement
within the short project timeframe. The SAM project has
been one of Central’s best managed projects to date, with
outstanding staff engagement.
Since 2011, Central has been internally campaigning to
reduce print output. This year it was confirmed that staff
efforts had resulted in a 50% reduction in print usage over
this time, resulting in significant cost savings and a ‘greener’
Central. As printing at PrintCentral (Central’s internal print
service) has also significantly reduced, Central will be
moving towards an external print service. It is anticipated
that this new mode of printing delivery will be
implemented by early 2017.
The unit did considerable work this year in an effort to
implement a more suitable wireless solution for the
Institute, including commissioning an independent review
of Central’s existing communications network. This has
been challenging due to a number of structural and
financial restrictions, however Central is confident that a
solution can be implemented.

In 2015, effort was placed into improving Institute-wide
staff communication through Central’s intranet platform,
CentralNet. These changes will result in a more tailored
approach to Institute communication, and assist in
improving staff engagement.

Analysis and Development
This year saw a need to increase Central’s ability to use
workforce data in a strategic way. Work was undertaken
within the team to develop a clear and meaningful data set
to be used to inform workforce decisions. This information
will be used to track progress against a set of agreed key
performance indicators and benchmarks, informing us of
‘off trend behaviour’ and tracking progress towards known
targets.
Data migration for the SAM project has progressed very
well. The team worked on transferring, cleansing and
formatting data from UE as well as other internal and
Department managed systems.
The migration process allowed the team to explore the
finer details of curriculum and other critical data sources,
allowing the Institute to resolve any business rules or
practice issues. Understanding and resolving such issues
has served to strengthen Central’s knowledge of its student
related data and business practices within the new system.

Facilities
During 2015, the Facilities team completed a number of
maintenance initiatives across Central’s campuses.
A major redevelopment was to the streetscape of 25
Aberdeen Street, a jointly funded project with the
Department of Training and Workforce Development. The
project involved constructing a statement entry clearly
identifying 25 Aberdeen Street as a Central building, and
using materials to soften the integration of 25 and 30

Aberdeen Street structures, helping to connect the
buildings.
Central’s Greenskills Training Centre, completed in 2014,
was entered into this year’s Green Gown Awards and was
awarded the inaugural Built Environment Award. The
awards recognise excellence in sustainability within the
tertiary education sector.
Comparative to 2014 costs, focused and targeted
management of cleaning, security and utility contracts
delivered a saving of $1.2 million for the 2015 financial year.
Central’s building management contract was retendered in
June 2015. Changes within the new contract will impact the
current function and operation of the Facilities team.
Transition plans are being developed to manage the
change of contract to minimise risk and disruption to
normal business operations.

Financial Services
In 2015, Financial Services undertook a procurement to
replace Central’s existing risk management system,
RiskBase with Integrated Risk Manager (IRM) provided by
CAMMS Pty Ltd. All of Central’s strategic risks and SAM
project risks are now managed in the new system, and
implementation will continue in 2016.
During 2015 Central introduced a new risk management
framework, including regular reviews and reporting of
Central’s material risks to Central’s Finance Audit and Risk
Management Committee and Executive.
2015 saw the introduction of a new reporting structure
segregating Higher Education and International lines of
business. The new structure will support the Institute’s
priorities and strategic directions by providing the
Executive with better financial visibility and transparency.
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In addition, the Financial Services area worked with
Training Business Services to upgrade the financial
management formation system, Finance 1, to the latest
version, allowing process and reporting improvements, and
to realise efficiencies in the financial operations of the
Institute.

Marketing and Communications
A busy year in marketing saw Central partner with
JumpClimb events to bring contemporary theatre and
comedy to the Northbridge campus through Noodle Palace.
The five week season, which was part of the Perth Fringe
Festival, brought over 10,000 people onto the campus.
Other significant events included Central’s first
International Students Open Day, a major presence at the
Skills West Expo, and the Annual VET Breakfast.
Central’s website was re-designed and launched in
December 2015 with complete functionality on mobile,
tablet and web platforms.
Central continued to participate in Green Drinks, an on
campus seminar series, which focusses on environmental
issues.

Strategy and Development
The Strategy and Development Division comprises
Academic Strategy and Innovation, Student and Delivery
Support, Business Development, Centre for Training
Excellence and the Koolark Centre for Aboriginal Students.

Academic Strategy and Innovation (ASI)
School Programs and Pathways
The Institute saw significant changes to the management
of VET in Schools (VETIS) and school programs in 2015.
A major achievement in 2015 was the implementation of
the “enrolment guarantee”, which will provide successful

year 12 VETiS students enrolled with the Institute a clear
pathway into further VET studies at Central.
This year, the Institute made several key changes to
Central’s auspice partnership model, to be implemented in
2016. The revised model provides a consistent,
streamlined approach to auspice delivery of VETiS courses,
and will require schools to demonstrate their vocational
and industry currency to deliver VETiS prior to the Institute
formalising the partnership.
Recognising the opportunity VETiS has in promoting the
Institute’s courses and pathways, a transition rate target
was set for all VETiS courses to achieve by 2018. Learning
portfolios and the School Programs and Pathways team are
developing a number of strategies to support the
achievement of these targets.
Product Development
In 2015, the Product Development team managed and
funded 19 online development projects, including Culture
Matters, a high profile cultural awareness course, and the
new online Student Orientation course which was
developed in-house.
The team developed and rolled out new institute-wide
Blackboard templates for all courses, improving
consistency, assisting navigability and helping the Institute
meet requirements under the Standards for Registered
Training Organisations 2015.
The ‘Facilitate e-Learning’ and ‘Design and Develop eLearning Resources’ units were delivered to three student
cohorts with very high completion rates (85-100%) and
received positive feedback. These programs are elective
units from the Diploma of Training and Assessment and
provide both meaningful professional development for
Central staff and a revenue stream through external
enrolments.

Academic Quality and Curriculum
The Academic Quality Assurance team held scoping
workshops throughout 2015, leading to 33 qualifications
being developed, reviewed, submitted and approved
through the Training Accreditation Council (TAC).
Lecturers provided excellent feedback on this workshop
model of scoping, indicating its positive role in producing
high quality and compliant training and assessments.
All team members demonstrated excellent flexibility and
cooperation in role changes and challenges brought about
by the Student Management System project. The team
successfully contributed towards validating and entering
over 900 qualifications within the new system.

Student and Delivery Support
Library Services
This year, a professional development program for
academic staff was developed, providing guidance on the
use of library resources, research practices, American
Psychological Association (APA) referencing, copyright and
the effective use of scholarly information in the design and
delivery of courses.
A similar program for students was introduced, aiming to
support students to better use library resources. A series of
self-paced, online academic skill modules were developed,
covering academic writing, study skills, referencing and
research. As a result of these initiatives, students have
demonstrated an improved level of academic integrity and
quality in their assignments.
Student Support Services
Study support services continued to be offered to students
to increase their capacity to effectively manage their own
studies. The team continued to provide advocacy and
reasonable adjustment planning services to reduce
students’ barriers to learning.
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Central continued to support ‘The Desk’, an online
psychology service to encourage students to engage and
use preventative mental health programmes.
Approximately 1,000 students used this service in 2015.
Career Services
The unit continued to participate in school expos and
information sessions for current and prospective students
to learn more about what Central can offer.

a. Development and implementation of an awareness
campaign that promotes the benefits to students of
declaring their ‘disability status’ to ensure adequate
support and accommodations can be provided while
ensuring privacy.


The ‘What Now?’ conference continued in 2015, providing
advice to those moving into the workforce.
Student Services and Administration
The team successfully implemented the new Unique
Student Identifier (USI) requirements across the Institute. A
students USI is designed to assist students to develop a
comprehensive record of all their training.
2015 Disability Support Strategy

b. Training of student service and learning portfolio
administrative staff on the reason for the capture of the
‘disability status’, and how to approach the question
with students that have not declared their disability
status.


Central’s performance against the 2015 Disability Support
Strategy are as follows:
1) Continued provision of an access and equity service
together with staff to assist students with disability to
negotiate reasonable adjustments and develop selfadvocacy and study skills, which in turn will facilitate
their participation in and completion of training.


Central provided access to Disability Services Officers
across all major campuses who worked in collaboration
with learning portfolio staff to support students with
disability to achieve their academic
goals. Approximately 250 students sought assistance
from the Disability Support Service.

2) Increase the levels of response to the ‘disability status’
student enrolment question through the:

Central’s Disability Services Officers attended student
orientation sessions and actively promoted the benefits
to students of declaring their ‘disability status’. In 2015,
86% of students filled in the disability statistical
question with a total of 1,378 declaring they had a
disability.

All customer facing staff received refresher training on
how to approach the ‘disability status’ question with
students as part of their annual enrolment preparation
training. In 2015, the response rate to this question
increased from 85% to 86.6%.

c. Inclusion of the ‘disability status’ as part of the access
and equity service assessment process, together with
student authority to update enrolment records.


The Access and Equity service continued to include the
‘disability status’ as part of their assessment process
and 100% of students accessing their services agreed to
have their disability status included on their enrolment
record.

3) Ensure universal design principles are adopted across
the development and delivery of teaching and learning
and support services.



Sessions on reasonable adjustment and substantive
equality included in Central’s professional development
programme for academic and support staff.



Continued to identify/explore assistive technologies
that make teaching more inclusive.



Continued to provide ongoing training for staff on new
assistive technologies available.

4) Actively promote the Institute’s inclusive practices in all
course information marketing material to encourage
people with disability to apply for admittance, and
participate in training and education.


Continued to promote the Institute’s inclusive practices
in all course information marketing material as well as
at information sessions and expos.

Business Development
The Business Development Unit continued to focus on key
partners and industry connections in 2015, with the aim of
implementing targeted training programs that will
continue to grow in coming years.
In partnership with the Local Government Managers
Australia (LGMA) WA, the unit negotiated a Memorandum
of Understanding to deliver industry training for employees
of local government.
Central’s partnership with local government continued in
2015 through the REACH Wellness Centre services. Health
checks provided by REACH students were made available
during session breaks at this year’s LGMA WA Local
Government annual State Conference.
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Centre for Training Excellence



2015 was a year for consolidating business operations and
expanding the suite of professional development
opportunities by the Centre for Training Excellence.



The Centre worked offshore with Chinese clients who
completed training in the teaching toolbox program and
the Certificate IV in Training and Assessment.
The LH Martin Institute and the Centre co-hosted two
conferences for VET Leaders, Global and National Trends:
Policy decisions and impacts on vocational and higher
education and Vocations: the link between post-compulsory
education and the labour market. The Centre also worked
with Central to host the English as a Second Language &
Language Literacy and Numeracy Symposium.
A total of 103 professional development events were held,
2,056 individuals participated in training, and quality
delivery was maintained with participants indicating an
average satisfaction rate of 89% and 95% in the areas of
course content and facilitation respectively.

2.





3.




2015 Practitioner Professional Learning and Development
Plan
Central’s performance against the 2015 Practitioner
Professional Learning and Development Plan was as
follows:
1.




Ongoing roll out of LLN unit (TAELLN411) to all
lecturing staff
A total of 104 Central staff participated in the unit in
2015;
A number of ‘champions’ are mentoring other
academic staff at the Institute;
Increased collaboration between vocational
practitioners and LLN specialists due to new LLN unit
being written to accommodate Central’s processes;

4.






A large pool of talent is now available for commercial
delivery and internal professional development
activities;
Staff satisfaction for the unit was above 81%.

5.


Core skills training for lecturers
A total of 36 participants completed training;
34 participated in a community of practice;
A number of ‘champions’ are on-training others in
their academic areas;
Positive evaluation feedback for the delivery with
89%.



Teacher in Residence
A total of 190 attendees participated in workshops
during the Teacher in Residence program;
A number of ‘champions’ are mentoring other
academic staff at the Institute;
A large pool of talent is now available for commercial
delivery and internal professional development
activities.
Learning & Development Consultant
Redeveloped entire professional development
offering and mapped to Institute priorities, Academic
Board priorities, realigned to capability framework,
quality indicators and embedded new academic staff
professional development requirements;
Delivered Instructional Intelligence Master Class and
Intro/induction to Teaching @ Central;
Developed alternate offering for Master Class to
facilitate targeted training (using mini workshops);
Delivered targeted workshops derived from internal
audits and consultation with learning portfolios.





6.








7.





Higher education PD program
41 Central academic staff attended a two day
introduction to higher education workshop;
Additional workshops included rubrics and
collaborative learning for higher education;
Using the content from this training, Central lecturers
have improved their knowledge of higher education
and thus improved their delivery and assessment;
Staff satisfaction for the induction and workshops
was above 85%.
Relief funding for lecturers to attend the Master Class
program to build Central’s capability to support
workforce development initiative
33 staff completed the Master Class in 2015. To date
201 staff have completed the program;
Positive feedback received for the program with
satisfaction above 95%;
Graduates have joined the community of practice in
Instructional Intelligence;
Lecturers have improved their training (workplace
and classroom) which is reflected in student
evaluation surveys;
A large pool of talent is available for commercial
delivery and internal professional development
activities.
Academic professional development in the area of
innovative learning approaches, flexible and work
based delivery, higher level qualifications delivered
by external trainers
17 staff participated in an online program (Teacher in
Residence) focusing on leading academic teams in
st
the 21 Century;
20 staff participated in teaching unplugged
workshops (Teacher in Residence) designed to assist
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academic teams to design and implement flipped
classroom models.

2.


8.





Lecturer attendance at VET workshops and quality
auditing to develop and implement specific strategies
for supporting successful student outcomes
Central provided the opportunity for 53 academic
staff members to attend the 2015 Training Providers
Forum;
This has resulted in an improved understanding of the
VET sector, delivery and assessment strategies for
academic staff who attended the forum.

Aboriginal Support
The Koolark Centre for Aboriginal Students continued to
provide culturally appropriate support to students in
mainstream and targeted courses. The number of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students declined by
25.3% from 415 in 2014 to 310 in 2015.



3.








Aboriginal Training Plan
Central’s performance against the Aboriginal Training Plan
in 2015 was as follows:
1.




Advance Aboriginal VET Outcomes
Continued to work closely with Aboriginal
organisations to advance outcomes and to collaborate
on the delivery of a range of courses and programs.
Provided culturally appropriate Aboriginal support
services: enquiries, mentoring, tutoring, scholarships
and award applications. Both internal and external
referrals were made to best assist the needs of
students.

4.




5.


Improve access for adult Aboriginal learners to
bridging and work readiness courses.
Brokered and supported the development of suitable
programs with learning portfolios and outside
collaborators.
Provided course advice, mentoring and counselling for
Aboriginal students.
Increase participation by Aboriginal people in AQTF
Certificate III and above industry recognised training.
Promoted to Certificate III and above programs,
training pathways, student mentoring program and
LLN support to local Aboriginal communities.
Provided Scholarship programs for Aboriginal
students and facilitated Sponsorship for Aboriginal
student events/activities.
Built engagement at lower level qualifications through
Foundation skill programs and short courses that
provide pathways to further training.
Helped develop and support the delivery of the
Certificate III in Mentoring (Diverse Groups)
competencies required to work with Aboriginal people
in a mentoring role.
Deliver culturally inclusive, flexible and place-based
training
Supported the development of courses that use a
place-based approach to provide culturally inclusive
and flexible training.
Supported delivery of training in the workplace,
schools or community where appropriate to better
support students.
Strengthen training to employment outcomes for
Aboriginal people
Promoted and supported work-based and traineeship
(including school based traineeships) delivery models
to Aboriginal students, community members, schools






6.



7.


8.






and employers as an option to assist people into
sustainable employment.
Promoted Central’s Career Advisors role in providing
interview coaching and resume writing assistance.
Worked with learning portfolios to develop
opportunities for Aboriginal students to access work
experience as part of their training.
Refined the Community Engagement Strategy in
consultation with Aboriginal organisations, schools,
employers, Aboriginal land use agreements and
stakeholders to determine future training needs.
Provide tutorial assistance where required to
Aboriginal students who are enrolled in a course of
study.
The Koolark Centre for Aboriginal Students promoted
and administered mentoring and tutorial services to
students using Aboriginal mentors and in
collaboration with learning portfolio staff.
Increase the use of recognition of prior learning to
create more pathways to advance the training and
career opportunities of Aboriginal people.
Promoted RPL for Aboriginal students across Central.
Increase the participation of Aboriginal adult learners
in life-long learning programs that enhance life skills,
community participation and employability.
Provided Koolark mentors as guest speakers to classes
to assist in the delivery of programs at Central.
Conducted regular community events e.g. Creative
Forum, Koolark Konnect.
Convened the National Aboriginal and Islander Day
Observance Committee event at Central.
Developed an aspirational pathways approach to
student advice that encourages all students to
determine their aspirational pathway, commence at
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9.




the appropriate level and access support for their long
term success.
Supported the development and delivery of new
accredited courses in partnership with learning
portfolios and outside organisations.
Case-manage and mentor Aboriginal apprentices and
trainees to link them to employment services.
Provided support for Aboriginal students to
successfully complete their qualification and pathway
to higher level qualifications and/or employment.
Promoted and supported training in mentoring
including building internal capacity.




critical Institute committee in advancing Aboriginal
student initiatives.
Supported the Aboriginal Student Council.
Increased Aboriginal representation across a broad
range of Institute committees and events.

Office of the Managing Director

Student Management System

The Office of the Managing Director liaises with both the
Institute’s Governing Council and Executive Management
Team in the management of Institute affairs, coordinates
ministerial reporting processes, and manages all student
and service complaints.

In addition to the new structure realising operational
efficiencies, the Admin Review is also a necessary precursor
to the implementation of the Student Management
System, SAM. This has required a significant change
management effort by Organisation Development,
including the development and implementation of a staff
training plan, as well as the management of all strategic
communications initiatives.

Organisational Development
10. Develop strategies that address adult literacy and
numeracy and re-entry into further education and
training.

Student current levels of communication (reading,
writing and digital literacy) and numeracy are tested in
a culturally appropriate, non-threatening and informal
manner. Individuals are mapped against the
Australian Core Skills Framework (ACSF). Evaluation of
these results allows for additional support to be
provided to improve language, literacy and numeracy
skills.
11. Provide cultural awareness professional learning for all
staff.

The new online Cultural Awareness Program entitled
‘Cultural Matters’ was finalised and will be delivered by
the Centre for Training Excellence.
12. Ensure Aboriginal representation on key strategic
committees of the provider and build relationships
that empower Aboriginal people to participate in
education, decision making and learning.

Continued to support the Aboriginal Employment,
Education and Training Committee (AEETC) as a

Following this, a new administrative structure was
developed and filled with existing staff at Central. The new
structure will take effect in March 2016, with a number of
support activities planned to ensure that all staff are
successful in their new roles.

Workforce Plan: 2012-15
In 2015, the Organisational Development team continued
implementing the Institute’s Workforce Plan: 2012-2015.
This included:





ongoing embedding of Central’s values;
ongoing embedding the performance development
system, myPlan;
implementation of a new recruitment and selection
policy and procedure; and
implementation of a local level induction program.

A new Workforce Plan will be developed and implemented
in 2016 that will integrate Central’s Performance
Development Strategy, Equal Employment Opportunity
Plan, and Aboriginal Employment Strategy.
Organisational Change 2015
Admin Review
A complete review of the administrative structures of
Central’s teaching and student services divisions was
undertaken in 2015. This process saw all functional
processes analysed, with any inefficiencies identified.

Integrity Framework
2015 saw the development of Central’s Integrity
Framework. This is a structure containing policies and
procedures that promote the culture and practice of
corporate responsibility, ethics, and integrity for
employees. The framework provides organisational
safeguards for managing matters of corruption,
misconduct, discipline, and legislative obligation.
The Integrity Framework is underpinned by three core
elements: (1) Corporate Governance; (2) Central’s
Corporate Values; and (3) Central’s Staff Code of Conduct.
The Integrity Framework demonstrates:





the expectations of employees - encouraging
integrity and responsibility;
a culture of compliance, values driven behaviour and
ethical decision-making;
a policy and procedural framework that ensures
integrity compliance;
mechanisms for audit, review and reporting on
integrity matters; and
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best practice by improving and strengthening the
organisational approach to managing integrity.

Staff Awards
Central is committed to recognising and celebrating the
talents, achievements, and dedication of its staff. In 2015,
an improved staff awards program was implemented which
highlighted the achievements of staff in a variety of
categories. In addition, staff who had reached a significant
milestone in their years of service at Central were also
recognised. The program will continue into 2016, with
lessons learned in 2015 used to further improve staff
recognition.
Operational Service Delivery
A review of the HR policy framework was commenced in
2015, and will be completed in 2016. The intent of this
review aims to improve the mechanism with which HR
issues are managed in order to deliver a better service. In
addition, the HR intranet page has been redeveloped to
improve user-friendliness and enhance client service.

Complaints
Central Institute of Technology has a complaints
management system and procedure designed to handle all
student and service complaints, and to ensure that all
complaints are managed confidentially, efficiently,
promptly and impartially in compliance with the Australian
Standard on Complaints Handling (AS/NZS 10002:2014).
Central’s complaints policy provides for students and other
stakeholders to lodge a complaint by means of the
agency’s website, by contacting Central’s Student Services
or directly with the Complaints Management Officer.

students. This represents a decrease in student complaints
compared to a total of 100 complaints recorded in 2014.
Total student complaints for 2015 represent 0.30% of the
student population of 24,454 compared to 0.36% for the
student population of 27,453 for 2014.
The balance of 54 registered complaints arose from
complaints referred by academic members of staff
concerning academic misconduct and behavioural matters,
parents, members of the public, former students and
potential students.
The total registered complaints were resolved as follows:
91 by Central’s internal processes to the satisfaction of all
parties; 2 were referred to an Alternate Process, 1 was
withdrawn, 9 did not require any action; 18 concerned
breaches of the Student Code of Conduct and By-Laws, 4
were anonymous or the complainant was unable to be
contacted and 2 remain open and ongoing.
There were no applications for Appeal against the
sanctions imposed under Central’s Student Code of
Conduct and By-Laws or the outcome of a registered
complaint.

For the year 2015, a total of 127 complaints were registered
of which a total of 73 complaints were lodged by current
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Significant Issues Impacting the Agency
Standards for Registered Training Organisations 2015
On 6 April 2015, the Standards for Registered Training
Organisations 2015 (“the Standards”) came into effect, to
be implemented by all Registered Training Organisations
(RTOs) before 1 July 2015. The Standards describe the
requirements that an organisation must meet in order to be
a Registered Training Organisation (RTO), ensure that
training provision meets industry requirements and ensure
RTOs operate ethically, considering the needs of both
learners and industry. As an RTO, Central must comply fully
with the Standards at all times as a condition of its
registration.
In February, Central established a Standards Reference
Group to examine the Standards, measure the impact of
the Standards on our training and service provision, and
develop processes for information dissemination and
implementation. Information sessions were held with
academic staff and managers to outline Central’s approach
to the new Standards and the implications for practice. To
ensure staff were aware of the new requirements,
information was developed and made available for staff on
the intranet, including circulars relating to volume of
learning, validation/moderation requirements, marketing
of courses and third party agreements. In addition,
Academic Board endorsed revised approaches to ongoing
systematic validation, volume of learning and transition to
new training packages to ensure on going compliance with
the new Standards.
Changes to the Western Australian Certificate of
Education
In 2013, the State Government announced significant
reforms to the Western Australian Certificate of Education
(WACE). The WACE is the certificate that students in

Western Australia receive on successful completion of their
senior secondary education. From 2016, students will need
to complete four or more Year 12 Australian Tertiary
Admission Rank (ATAR) courses or complete a Certificate II
or higher VET qualification.
In 2014, Executive endorsed A Roadmap to Greater School
Engagement 2015-2017 to streamline and clarify the
management of processes surrounding the provision of an
expanded VET in Schools service to ensure a more targeted
and efficient service to schools. Reforms to the WACE
presented an opportunity for Central to re-evaluate the
strategic importance of the service as a means of driving
student recruitment into mainstream VET and higher
education programs. In 2015, Central developed a new
auspicing model and agreement which clarifies the roles
and responsibilities of the school and Central staff, ensures
compliance with the Standards and reduces organisational
risk. The Institute also developed a communication
strategy targeted at auspice VET in School students with
the specific intention of increasing the number of school
students who continue studying at Central.
Teaching and Learning
Central’s strategic focus on excellence in teaching and
learning prompted a need to better understand student
experiences of teaching and learning. In March, Executive
endorsed a pilot to trial a new approach to collecting
feedback from students about their teaching and learning
experiences. The eVALUate project used different tools to
understand what helps and hinders students’ achievement
of learning outcomes, what motivates and engages our
learners, as well as how individual teaching practice helps
facilitate students’ learning.

Six learning portfolios participated in the eVALUate pilot in
semester one while an additional four learning portfolios
took part in semester two. The response from lecturers was
very positive, with over 170 volunteering to take part in the
Teaching Evaluation. eVALUate will help Central to remain
transparent in our approach to continuous improvement
and highly-responsive to student feedback and needs, so
we can continue to deliver strong, industry-relevant
training and provide students with exceptional learning
experiences.
Federal Government Changes
The Australian Industry and Skills Committee (AISC) was
established by the agreement of the members of the
Council of Australian Governments (COAG) Industry and
Skills Council in May 2015 as an industry-led body to
provide advice to governments on national VET policies
and quality assure and approve training packages for
implementation. The AISC will take on some of the work of
the dissolved National Skills Standards Council.
Under the new model for training product development,
Skills Services Organisations have been established to work
with Industry Reference Committees to review and develop
training packages using detailed analysis of Australia’s
workforce skills demands and industry needs. Skills Service
Organisations will replace the 12 Industry Skills Councils
funded by the Federal Government.
The Federal Government also announced important
reforms to the way the VET FEE-HELP scheme is
administered to improve the quality and effectiveness of
the scheme and to better protect students taking out a
loan. From 2016, all students being accepted into a VET
FEE-HELP loan assisted course must meet a minimum level
of language, literacy and numeracy (LLN) competence
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using an approved LLN assessment tool. Central
implemented the required changes to manage the reforms
that came into effect in April and July 2015 while interim
arrangements have been developed to manage the reforms
which come into effect in 2016.
The Streamlining of Training Packages
In November 2012, the National Skills Standards Council
endorsed the Standards for Training Packages. All Industry
Skills Councils are required to transition their training
packages to the Standards for Training Packages.
Central undertook a significant amount of work to scope
non-equivalent qualifications with the Training
Accreditation Council (TAC) and Education and Training
International (ETI). Due to the large number of nonequivalent qualifications that needed to be scoped, a series
of guided action-learning workshops were conducted to
assist academic staff unpack the new qualifications and
progress through the scoping process. These workshops
improved staff capability, shared good practice and
developed skills in preparing scoping documentation across
the learning portfolios. Staff involved with the workshops
will be instrumental in assisting others within their teams
to complete other scoping/compliance related
documentation in 2016. All 32 scoping applications
submitted to TAC and ETI were approved.
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Disclosures and Legal Compliance
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Certification of Financial Statements
The accompanying financial statements of Central Institute of Technology have been prepared in compliance with the provisions of the Financial Management Act 2006, from proper accounts and
records to present fairly the financial transactions for the financial year ending 31 December 2015 and the financial position as at 31 December 2015.
At the date of signing we are not aware of any circumstances which would render the particulars included in the financial statements misleading or inaccurate.

Emeritus Professor Bill Louden AM
Chair Governing Council
Central Institute of Technology
24 February 2016

Mr Neil Fernandes
Managing Director
Central Institute of Technology
24 February 2016

Mr Dominick Geraghty
Chief Financial Officer
Central Institute of Technology
24 February 2016
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Central Institute of Technology

Central Institute of Technology

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

2015

2014

$

$

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015

AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2015
Notes

Notes

2015

2014

$

$

ASSETS

COST OF SERVICES
Expenses

Current Assets

Employee benefits expense

6

90,498,877

90,504,955

Cash and cash equivalents

Supplies and services

7

25,508,463

26,842,386

Restricted cash and cash equivalents

Depreciation and amortisation expense

8

6,655,914

6,494,227

Inventories

21

178,407

154,611

Grants and subsidies

9

26,842

100,711

Receivables

22

2,542,442

4,310,997

Cost of sales

14

363,797

512,305

Other current assets

23

573,988

921,487

Loss on disposal of non-current assets

18

-

1,300

Other financial assets

24

34,272,382

36,000,000

Other expenses

10

8,121,690

8,356,913

Total Current Assets

50,777,397

54,083,378

131,175,583

132,812,797

Total cost of services

33

5,161,560

2,550,614

20,33

8,048,618

10,145,669

Non-Current Assets

Income

Restricted cash and cash equivalents

Revenue

Property, plant and equipment

20,33
25
27

279,000

-

263,459,340

268,404,882

Fee for service

11

32,511,421

32,391,502

Intangible assets

2,151,909

-

Student fees and charges

12

20,472,586

19,980,065

Total Non-Current Assets

265,890,249

268,404,882

Ancillary trading

13

127,499

142,017

TOTAL ASSETS

316,667,646

322,488,260

Sales

14

495,892

592,230

LIABILITIES

Commonwealth grants and contributions

15

419,228

1,013,015

Current Liabilities

Interest revenue

16

1,797,711

2,033,043

Payables

29

3,057,680

2,697,906

Other revenue

17

6,493,284

936,455

Provisions

30

13,462,797

15,050,206

62,317,621

57,088,327

Other current liabilities

31

Total revenue

Total Current Liabilities

Gains
Gains on disposal of non-current assets

18

Total Gains

111,989

-

Non-Current Liabilities

111,989

-

Provisions

30

Total Non-Current Liabilities
Total income other than income from State Government

62,429,610

57,088,327

NET COST OF SERVICES

68,745,973

75,724,470

TOTAL LIABILITIES
NET ASSETS
INCOME FROM STATE GOVERNMENT

19

Service appropriation

64,525,422

75,154,866

2,929,262

2,012,494

Total income from State Government

67,454,684

77,167,360

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) FOR THE PERIOD

(1,291,289)

1,442,890

(3,682,228)

329,016

Total other comprehensive income

(3,682,228)

329,016

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME/(DEFICIT) FOR THE PERIOD

(4,973,517)

1,771,906

Resources received free of charge

EQUITY
Contributed equity

7,455,384

7,497,098

23,975,861

25,245,210

3,545,439

3,630,117

3,545,439

3,630,117

27,521,300

28,875,327

289,146,346

293,612,933

32
66,366,179

65,859,250

Reserves

109,004,937

112,687,164

Accumulated surplus/(deficit)

113,775,230

115,066,519

TOTAL EQUITY

289,146,346

293,612,933

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Items not reclassified subsequently to profit and loss
Changes in asset revaluation surplus

The Statement of Financial Position should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
32

The Statement of Comprehensive Income should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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Central Institute of Technology
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015
Notes
CASH FLOWS FROM STATE GOVERNMENT
Service appropriation - Department of Training and
Workforce Development
Net cash provided by State Government

2015

2014

$

$

63,034,164

79,506,056

63,034,164

79,506,056

Employee benefits

(92,807,353)

(92,415,593)

Supplies and services

(21,465,287)

(25,103,776)

Utilised as follows:
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Payments

Grants and subsidies
GST payments on purchases
GST payments to taxation authority

(26,842)

(100,711)

(3,027,355)

(3,456,662)

(214,191)

(32,762)

(8,387,723)

(8,753,437)

Fee for service

32,459,777

32,505,276

Student fees and charges

21,020,824

20,016,166

Other payments
Receipts

Ancillary trading

127,499

141,785

Commonwealth grants and contributions

3,390,604

2,016,882

Interest received

1,730,871

2,666,398

GST receipts on sales

1,798,223

1,810,808

GST receipts from taxation authority

1,252,512

1,926,500

Other receipts
Net cash provided by/(used in) operating
activities

7,104,589

1,761,831

(57,043,852)

(67,017,295)

33

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Payments
Purchase of non-current physical assets
Movement in term deposits
Capital Contribution

(5,545,582)

(7,420,914)

1,727,619

(18,900,000)

(1,500,000)

-

Receipts
Proceeds from sale of non-current physical assets
Net cash provided by/(used in) investing
activities
Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash
equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of
period
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE END
OF PERIOD

33

120,546

-

(5,197,417)

(26,320,914)

792,895

(13,832,151)

12,696,283

26,528,434

13,489,178

12,696,283

The Statement of Cash Flows should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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Central Institute of Technology
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

Accumulated

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015
Notes

Balance at 1 January 2014

32

Contributed Equity

Reserves

Surplus / (Deficit)

Total Equity

$

$

$

$

76,759,250

112,358,148

113,623,629

302,741,027

1,442,890

Surplus/(deficit)

-

-

1,442,890

Other comprehensive income

-

329,016

-

329,016

329,016

1,442,890

1,771,906

Total comprehensive income for the period

Transaction with owners in their capacity as owners :
Capital appropriations

-

-

-

-

Distribution to owners

(10,900,000)

-

-

(10,900,000)

(10,900,000)

-

-

(10,900,000)

Balance at 31 December 2014

65,859,250

112,687,164

115,066,519

293,612,933

Balance at 1 January 2015 (2)

65,859,250

112,687,164

115,066,519

283,612,933

Total

Surplus/(deficit)

-

-

(1,291,289)

(1,291,289)

Other comprehensive income

-

(3,682,228)

-

(3,682,228)

-

(3,682,228)

(1,291,289)

(4,973,517)

Capital appropriations

2,006,929

-

-

2,006,929

Distribution to owners

(1,500,000)

-

-

(1,500,000)

506,929

-

-

506,929

66,366,179

109,004,936

113,775,230

289,146,345

Total comprehensive income for the period

Transaction with owners in their capacity as owners:

Total

Balance at 31 December 2015

32

The Statement of Changes in Equity should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015

The transfers of net assets to/from other agencies, other than as a result of a restructure of administrative arrangements,
are designated as contributions by owners where the transfers are non-discretionary and non-reciprocal. See note 32
'Equity'.

1.

Australian Accounting Standards

(e)

(a)

Revenue recognition

General

The Institute's financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2015 have been prepared in accordance with
Australian Accounting Standards. The term 'Australian Accounting Standards' includes Standards and Interpretations issued
by the Australian Accounting Standard Board (AASB).
The Institute has adopted any applicable new and revised Australian Accounting Standards from their operative dates.
(b)

Early adoption of standards

The Institute cannot early adopt an Australian Accounting Standard unless specifically permitted by Treasurer's Instruction
(TI) 1101 'Application of Australian Accounting Standards and Other Pronouncements'. There has been no early adoption of
Australian Accounting Standards that have been issued or amended (but not operative) by the Institute for the annual
reporting period ended 31 December 2015.
2.

Summary of significant accounting policies
The following accounting policies have been adopted in the preparation of these financial statements. Unless otherwise
stated, these policies are consistent with those adopted in the previous year.
(a)

General statement

Income

Revenue is recognised and measured at the fair value of consideration received or receivable.
The majority of operating revenue of the Institute represents revenue earned from student fees and charges, fee for service,
ancillary services, trading activities and Commonwealth grants and contributions.
The following specific recognition criteria must also be met before revenue is recognised for the major business activities as
follows:
Sale of goods
Revenue is recognised from the sale of goods and disposal of other assets when the significant risks and rewards of
ownership transfer to the purchaser and can be measured reliably.
Provision of services
Revenue is recognised by reference to the stage of completion of the transaction.
Interest
Revenue is recognised as the interest accrues.

The Institute is a not-for-profit reporting entity that prepares general purpose financial statements in accordance with the
Australian Accounting Standards, the Framework, Statements of Accounting Concepts and other authoritative
pronouncements of the AASB as applied by the Treasurer’s Instructions. Several of these are modified by the Treasurer’s
Instructions to vary application, disclosure, format and wording.

Grants, donations, gifts and other non-reciprocal contributions

The Financial Management Act 2006 and the Treasurer’s Instructions impose legislative provisions that govern the
preparation of financial statements and take precedence over the Australian Accounting Standards, the Framework,
Statements of Accounting Concepts and other authoritative pronouncements of the AASB.

Other non-reciprocal contributions that are not contributions by owners are recognised at their fair value. Contributions of
services are only recognised when a fair value can be reliably determined and the services would be purchased if not
donated.

Where modification is required and has had a material or significant financial effect upon the reported results, details of that
modification and the resulting financial effect are disclosed in the notes to the financial statements.

Service appropriations

(b)

Basis of preparation

The financial statements have been prepared on the accrual basis of accounting using the historical cost convention, except
for land, buildings and artworks which have been measured at fair value.
The accounting policies adopted in the preparation of the financial statements have been consistently applied throughout all
periods presented unless otherwise stated.
The financial statements are presented in Australian dollars ($).
Note 3 ‘Judgements made by management in applying accounting policies’ discloses judgements that have been made in
the process of applying the Institute’s accounting policies resulting in the most significant effect on amounts recognised in
the financial statements.
Note 4 ‘Key sources of estimation uncertainty’ discloses key assumptions made concerning the future, and other key
sources of estimation uncertainty at the end of the reporting period, that have a significant risk of causing a material
adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year.
The financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis which assumes that the Institute will be able to
generate sufficient positive cash flows to meet its financial obligations and realise its assets and extinguish its liabilities in
the normal course of business.
(c)

Reporting entity

The reporting entity comprises the Institute and entities listed at note 39 ‘Related bodies’.
(d)

Contributed equity

AASB Interpretation 1038 ‘Contributions by Owners Made to Wholly-Owned Public Sector Entities’ requires transfers in the
nature of equity contributions, other than as a result of a restructure of administrative arrangements, to be designated by the
Government (the owner) as contributions by owners (at the time of, or prior to transfer) before such transfers can be
recognised as equity contributions. Capital appropriations have been designated as contributions by owners by TI 955
'Contributions by Owners Made to Wholly Owned Public Sector Entities' and have been credited directly to Contributed
Equity.

Revenue is recognised at fair value when the Institute obtains control over the assets comprising the contributions, usually
when cash is received.

Service Appropriations are recognised as revenues at fair value in the period in which the Institute gains control of the
appropriated funds. The Institute gains control of appropriated funds at the time those funds are deposited to the bank
account.
State funds
The funds received from the Department of Training and Workforce Development in respect of the delivery of services
forming part of the Delivery Performance Agreement are included in State funds, disclosed under ‘Income from State
Government'. They are the result of training successfully tendered for under competitive tendering arrangements. This
revenue is recognised at nominal value in the period in which the Institute meets the terms of the Agreement. See note 19
'Income from State Government'.
Gains
Realised and unrealised gains are usually recognised on a net basis. These include gains arising on the disposal of noncurrent assets and some revaluations of non-current assets.
(f)

Property, plant and equipment

Capitalisation/expensing of assets
Items of property, plant and equipment and infrastructure costing $5,000 or more are recognised as assets and the cost of
utilising assets is expensed (depreciated) over their useful lives. Where applicable in accordance with TI 1101, the
capitalisation threshold has been applied to the aggregate value of a group or network of assets where the cost of individual
item may be below the threshold but collectively the cost of the items in the group or network exceeds the threshold. Items
of property, plant and equipment costing less than $5,000 are immediately expensed direct to the Statement of
Comprehensive Income (other than where they form part of a group of similar items which are significant in total).
Initial recognition and measurement
Property, plant and equipment are initially recognised at cost.
For items of property, plant and equipment acquired at no cost or for nominal cost, the cost is the fair value at the date of
acquisition.
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Subsequent measurement
Subsequent to initial recognition as an asset, the revaluation model is used for the measurement of land and buildings and
historical cost for all other property, plant and equipment. Land and buildings are carried at fair value less accumulated
depreciation (buildings only) and accumulated impairment losses. Artworks are carries at fair value.
All other items of property, plant and equipment are stated at historical cost less accumulated depreciation and accumulated
impairment losses.
Where market-based evidence is available, the fair value of land and buildings is determined on the basis of current market
buying values determined by reference to recent market transactions. When buildings are revalued by reference to recent
market transactions, the accumulated depreciation is eliminated against the gross carrying amount of the asset and the net
amount restated to the revalued amount.
In the absence of market-based evidence, fair value of land and buildings is determined on the basis of existing use. This
normally applies where buildings are specialised or where land use is restricted. Fair value for existing use assets is
determined by reference to the cost of replacing the remaining future economic benefits embodied in the asset, i.e. the
depreciated replacement cost. Where the fair value of buildings is determined on the depreciated replacement cost basis,
the accumulated depreciation is eliminated against the gross carrying amount of the asset and the net amount restated to
the revalued amount. Fair value for restricted use land is determined by comparison with market evidence for land with
similar approximate utility (high restricted use land) or market value of comparable unrestricted land less estimated
rehabilitation costs (low restricted use land).

Intangible assets are initially recognised at cost. For assets acquired at no cost or for nominal cost, the cost is their fair
value at the date of acquisition.
The cost model is applied for subsequent measurement requiring the asset to be carried at cost less any accumulated
amortisation and accumulated impairment losses.
Amortisation for intangible assets with finite useful lives is calculated for the period of the expected benefit (estimated useful
life which is reviewed annually) on the straight line basis. All intangible assets controlled by the Institute have a finite useful
life and zero residual value. The expected useful lives for each class of intangible asset are:
Licences

up to 10 years

Software (a)

3 to 5 years

Website costs

3 to 5 years

(a) Software that is not integral to the operation of any related hardware.
Licences
Licences have a finite useful life and are carried at cost less accumulated amortisation and accumulated impairment losses.
Computer software

Land and buildings are independently valued annually by the Western Australian Land Information Authority (Valuation
Services) and recognised annually to ensure that the carrying amount does not differ materially from the asset's fair value at
the end of the reporting period.

Software that is an integral part of the related hardware is recognised as property, plant and equipment. Software that is not
an integral part of the related hardware is recognised as an intangible asset. Software costing less than $5,000 is expensed
in the year of acquisition.

The most significant assumptions in estimating fair value are made in assessing whether to apply the existing use basis to
assets and in determining estimated useful life.

Web site costs

Professional judgement by the valuer is required where the evidence does not provide a clear distinction between market
type assets and existing use assets. Refer to note 25 'Property, plant and equipment' for further information on revaluations.
Derecognition
Upon disposal or derecognition of an item of property, plant and equipment, any revaluation surplus relating to that asset is
retained in the asset revaluation surplus.
Asset revaluation surplus
The asset revaluation surplus is used to record increments and decrements on the revaluation of non-current assets as
described in note 25 ‘Property, plant and equipment’.
Depreciation
All non-current assets having a limited useful life are systematically depreciated over their estimated useful lives in a
manner that reflects the consumption of their future economic benefits.
Depreciation is calculated using the straight line method using rates which are reviewed annually.
Estimated useful lives for each class of depreciable asset are:
Buildings

40 years

Motor Vehicles, caravans and trailers

4 to 23 years

Plant, furniture and general equipment

4 to 28 years

Computing, communications and software
(a)

(a)

1 to 15 years

Software that is integral to the operation of related hardware.

Works of art controlled by the Institute are classified as property, plant and equipment. These are anticipated to have
indefinite useful lives. Their service potential has not, in any material sense, been consumed during the reporting period and
so no depreciation has been recognised.
Land is not depreciated.
(g)

Intangible assets

Website costs are charged as expenses when they are incurred unless they relate to the acquisition or development of an
asset when they may be capitalised and amortised. Generally, costs in relation to feasibility studies during the planning
phase of a website, and ongoing costs of maintenance during the operating phase are expensed. Costs incurred in building
or enhancing a web site that can be reliably measured, are capitalised, to the extent that they represent probable future
economic benefits. .
(h)

Impairment of assets

Property, plant and equipment, infrastructure and intangible assets are tested for any indication of impairment at the end of
each reporting period. Where there is an indication of impairment, the recoverable amount is estimated. Where the
recoverable amount is less than the carrying amount, the asset is considered impaired and is written down to the
recoverable amount and an impairment loss is recognised. Where an asset measured at cost is written down to recoverable
amount, an impairment loss is recognised in profit or loss. As the Institute is a not-for-profit entity, unless a specialised asset
has been identified as a surplus asset, the recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs to sell and
depreciated replacement cost.
The risk of impairment is generally limited to circumstances where an asset’s depreciation is materially understated, where
the replacement cost is falling or where there is a significant change in useful life. Each relevant class of assets is reviewed
annually to verify that the accumulated depreciation/amortisation reflects the level of consumption or expiration of assets'
future economic benefits and to evaluate any impairment risk from falling replacement costs.
Intangible assets with an indefinite useful life and intangible assets not yet available for use are tested for impairment at the
end of each reporting period irrespective of whether there is any indication of impairment.
The recoverable amount of assets identified as surplus assets is the higher of fair value less costs to sell and the present
value of future cash flows expected to be derived from the asset. Surplus assets carried at fair value have no risk of material
impairment where fair value is determined by reference to market-based evidence. Where fair value is determined by
reference to depreciated replacement cost, surplus assets are at risk of impairment and the recoverable amount is
measured. Surplus assets at cost are tested for indications of impairment at the end of each reporting period.
See note 28 ‘Impairment of assets’ for the outcome of impairment reviews and testing. See note 2(n) 'Receivables' and
note 22 'Receivables' for impairment of receivables.
(i)

Leases

The Institute has entered into operating lease arrangements for computers, computing equipment and motor vehicles.
Lease payments are expensed on a straight line basis over the lease term as this represents the pattern of benefits derived
from the leased assets. See Note 34 ‘Commitments’.

Capitalisation/Expensing of assets

(j)

Acquisitions of intangible assets costing $5,000 or more are capitalised. The cost of utilising the assets is expensed
(amortised) over their useful life. Costs incurred below these thresholds are immediately expensed directly to the Statement
of Comprehensive Income.

In addition to cash and bank overdraft, the Institute has two categories of financial instruments:


Financial instruments

Loans and receivables; and
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Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost.

These have been disaggregated into the following classes:
Financial assets





Cash and cash equivalents
Restricted cash and cash equivalent
Receivables
Other current assets

Annual leave
Annual leave that is not expected to be settled wholly within 12 months after the end of the reporting period is
considered to be ‘other long-term employee benefits’. The annual leave liability is recognised and measured at the
present value of amounts expected to be paid when the liabilities are settled using the remuneration rate expected to
apply at the time of settlement.

Financial liabilities

When assessing expected future payments consideration is given to expected future wage and salary levels including
non-salary components such as employer superannuation contributions, as well as the experience of employee
departures and periods of service. The expected future payments are discounted using market yields at the end of the
reporting period on national government bonds with terms to maturity that match, as closely as possible, the estimated
future cash outflows.




The provision for annual leave is classified as a current liability as the Institute does not have an unconditional right to
defer settlement of the liability for at least 12 months after the end of the reporting period.

Payables
DPA clawback provision

Initial recognition and measurement of financial instruments is at fair value which normally equates to the transaction cost or
face value. Subsequent measurement is at amortised cost using the effective interest method.
The fair value of short-term receivables and payables is the transaction cost or the face value because there is no interest
rate applicable and subsequent measurement is not required as the effect of discounting is not material.
(k)

Cash and cash equivalents

For the purpose of the Statement of Cash Flows, cash and cash equivalents (and restricted cash and cash equivalents)
assets comprise cash on hand and short-term deposits with original maturities of three months or less that are readily
convertible to a known amount of cash and which are subject to insignificant risk of changes in value.
(l)

Accrued salaries

Accrued salaries (see note 29 'Payables') represent the amount due to staff but unpaid at the end of the financial year, as
the end of the last pay period for that financial year does not coincide with the end of the financial year. Accrued salaries
are settled within a fortnight of the financial year end. The Institute considers the carrying amount of accrued salaries to be
equivalent to its fair value.

Where annual leave for the entire employee population is not wholly settled within the twelve months after balance
date, all annual leave falls within the scope of ‘other long-term employee benefits’ and is measured at the present
value of amounts expected to be paid when the liabilities are settled in accordance with AASB 119.155.
Long service leave
Long service leave that is not expected to be settled within 12 months after the end of the reporting period is
recognised and measured at the present value of amounts expected to be paid when the liabilities are settled using the
remuneration rate expected to apply at the time of settlement.
When assessing expected future payments consideration is given to expected future wage and salary levels including
non-salary components such as employer superannuation contributions, as well as the experience of employee
departures and periods of service. The expected future payments are discounted using market yields at the end of the
reporting period on national government bonds with terms to maturity that match, as closely as possible, the estimated
future cash outflows.

The accrued salaries suspense account (see note 20 ‘Restricted cash and cash equivalents’) consists of amounts paid
annually into a suspense account over a period of ten financial years to largely meet the additional cash outlay in each
eleventh year when 27 pay days occur instead of the normal 26. No interest is received on this account.

Unconditional long service leave provisions are classified as current liabilities as the Institute does not have an
unconditional right to defer settlement of the liability for at least 12 months after the end of the reporting period. Preconditional and conditional long service leave provisions are classified as non-current liabilities because the Institute
has an unconditional right to defer the settlement of the liability until the employee has completed the requisite years of
service.

(m) Inventories

Deferred Leave

Inventories are measured at the lower of cost and net realisable value. Costs are assigned by the method most appropriate
to each particular class of inventory, with the majority being measured on an average cost basis.

The provision for deferred leave relates to Public Service employees who have entered into an agreement to self-fund
an additional twelve months leave in the fifth year of the agreement. The provision recognises the value of salary set
aside for employees to be used in the fifth year. This liability is measured on the same basis as annual leave. Deferred
leave is reported as a current provision as employees can leave the scheme at their discretion at any time.

Inventories not held for resale are measured at cost unless they are no longer required, in which case they are measured at
net realisable value.
See note 21 'Inventories'.
(n)

Receivables

Receivables are recognised at original invoice amount less an allowance for any uncollectible amounts (i.e. impairment).
The collectability of receivables is reviewed on an ongoing basis and any receivables identified as uncollectible are written
off against the allowance account. The allowance for uncollectible amounts (doubtful debts) is raised when there is
objective evidence that the Institute will not be able to collect the debts. The carrying amount is equivalent to fair value as it
is due for settlement within 30 days. See note 2(j) ‘Financial instruments’ and note 22 ‘Receivables’.
(o)

Payables

Payables are recognised when the Institute becomes obliged to make future payments as a result of a purchase of assets
or services. The carrying amount is equivalent to fair value, as settlement is generally within 30 days. See note 2(j)
‘Financial instruments’ and note 29 'Payables'.
(p)

Provisions

Provisions are liabilities of uncertain timing or amount and are recognised where there is a present legal or constructive
obligation as a result of a past event and when the outflow of resources embodying economic benefits is probable and a
reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation. Provisions are reviewed at the end of each reporting period.
See note 30 ‘Provisions’.
(i) Provisions - employee benefits
All annual leave and long service leave provisions are in respect of employees’ services up to the end of the reporting
period.

Superannuation
The Government Employees Superannuation Board (GESB) and other funds administer public sector superannuation
arrangements in Western Australia in accordance with legislative requirements. Eligibility criteria for membership in
particular schemes for public sector employees vary according to commencement and implementation dates.
Eligible employees contribute to the Pension Scheme, a defined benefit pension scheme now closed to new members
since 1987, or the Gold State Superannuation Scheme (GSS), a defined benefit lump sum scheme also closed to new
members since 1995.
Employees commencing employment prior to 16 April 2007 who were not members of either the Pension Scheme or
the GSS became non-contributory members of the West State Superannuation Scheme (WSS). Employees
commencing employment on or after 16 April 2007 became members of the GESB Super Scheme (GESBS). From 30
March 2012, existing members of the WSS or GESBS and new employees were able to choose their preferred
superannuation fund. The Institute makes concurrent contributions to GESB or other funds on behalf of employees in
compliance with the Commonwealth Government’s Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992.
Contributions to these accumulation schemes extinguish the Institute’s liability for superannuation charges in respect
of employees who are not members of the Pension Scheme or GSS.
The GSS is a defined benefit scheme for the purposes of employees and whole of government reporting. However, it
is a defined contribution plan for Institute purposes because the concurrent contributions (defined contributions) made
by the Institute to GESB extinguishes the Institute’s obligations to the related superannuation liability.
The Institute has no liabilities under the Pension schemes or the GSS. The liabilities for the unfunded Pension Scheme
and the unfunded GSS transfer benefits attributable to members who transferred from the Pension Scheme, are
assumed by the Treasurer. All other GSS obligations are funded by concurrent contributions made by the Institute to
the GESB.
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The GESB makes all benefit payments in respect of the Pension Scheme and GSS, and is recouped from the
Treasurer for the employer's share. See also note 2(q) 'Superannuation expense'.

AASB 1055

This Standard requires specific budgetary disclosures in the general purpose financial statements of not-forprofit entities within the General Government Sector. The Institute is required to disclose additional
budgetary information and explanations of major variances between actual and budgeted amounts, though
there is no financial impact.

(ii) Provisions - other
Employment on-costs
Employment on-costs, including workers’ compensation insurance, are not employee benefits and are recognised
separately as liabilities and expenses when the employment to which they relate has occurred. Employment on-costs
are included as part of 'Other expenses' and are not included as part of the Institute's 'Employee benefits expense’.
The related liability is included in 'Employment on-costs provision'. (See note 10 'Other expenses' and note 30
'Provisions'.)
(q)

(r)

AASB 2013-9

AASB 2014-1

(s)

Assets and services received free of charge or for nominal cost

Part B has no financial impact as the Institute contributes to schemes that are either defined contribution
plans, or deemed to be defined contribution plans.
Part C has no financial impact as the Standard removes references to AASB 1031 Materiality from a
number of Accounting Standards.
AASB 2014-8

Comparative figures

Judgements made by management in applying accounting policies

AASB 2015-7

The preparation of financial statements requires management to make judgements about the application of accounting
policies that have a significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial statements. The Institute evaluates these
judgements regularly.

The Institute has entered into commercial leases and has determined that the lessor retains substantially all the significant
risks and rewards incidental to ownership of the property. Accordingly, the leases have been classified as an operating
lease.

Voluntary changes in accounting policy

Key sources of estimation uncertainty

Future impact of Australian Accounting Standards not yet operative

Key estimates and assumptions concerning the future are based on historical experience and various other factors that
have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amount of assets and liabilities within the next
financial year.

The Institute cannot early adopt an Australian Accounting Standard unless specifically permitted by TI 1101 'Application of
Australian Accounting Standards and Other Pronouncements'. Consequently, the Institute has not applied early any of the
following Australian Accounting Standards that may impact the Institute. Where applicable, the Institute plans to apply these
Australian Accounting Standards from their application date.

Long Service Leave
Several estimations and assumptions in calculating the Institute’s long service leave provision include expected future
salary rates, discount rates, employee retention rates and expected future payments. Changes in these estimations and
assumptions may impact on the carrying amount of the long service leave provision.
5.

Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Fair Value Disclosures of Not for Profit Public Sector
Entities [AASB 13]
This Standard relieves not-for-profit public sector entities from the reporting burden associated with various
disclosures required by AASB 13 for assets within the scope of AASB 116 that are held primarily for their
current service potential rather than to generate future net cash inflows. It has no financial impact.

Operating Lease Commitments

4.

Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from AASB 9 (December 2014) – Application of
AASB 9 (December 2009) and AASB 9 (December 2010) [AASB 9 (2009 & 2010)]
This Standard makes amendments to AASB 9 Financial Instruments (December 2009) and AASB 9
Financial Instruments (December 2010), arising from the issuance of AASB 9 Financial Instruments in
December 2014. The Institute is not currently permitted to early adopt the resultant financial instrument
standard and has not yet determined the financial impact of the Standard.

Comparative figures are, where appropriate, reclassified to be comparable with the figures presented in the current financial
year.
3.

Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards
Part A changes consist primarily of clarifications to Accounting Standards and have no financial impact for
the Institute.

Assets or services received free of charge or for nominal cost that the Institute would otherwise purchase if not donated, are
recognised as income at the fair value of the assets or services where they can be reliably measured. A corresponding
expense is recognised for services received. Receipts of assets are recognised in the Statement of Financial Position.
Assets or services received from other State Government agencies are separately disclosed under Income from State
Government in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.

Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Conceptual Framework, Materiality and Financial
Instruments
Part C of this Standard defers the application of AASB 9 to 1 January 2017. The application date of AASB 9
was subsequently deferred to 1 January 2018 by AASB 2014-1. The Institute has not yet determined the
application or the potential impact of AASB 9.

Superannuation expense

The superannuation expense in the Statement of Comprehensive Income comprises of employer contributions paid to the
GSS (concurrent contributions), the West State Superannuation Scheme (WSS), the GESB Super Scheme (GESBS) and
other superannuation funds.

Budgetary Reporting

Disclosure of changes in accounting policy and estimates
Initial application of an Australian Accounting Standard
The Institute has applied the following Australian Accounting Standards effective for annual reporting periods beginning on
or after 1 January 2015 that impacted on the Institute.

No voluntary changes in accounting policy have been made.

Operative for
reporting periods
beginning on / after
AASB 9

Financial Instruments

1 Jan 2018

This Standard supersedes AASB 139 Financial Instruments: Recognition and
Measurement, introducing a number of changes to accounting treatments.
The mandatory application date of this Standard is currently 1 January 2018
after being amended by AASB 2012-6, AASB 2013-9, and, AASB 2014-1
Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards. The Authority has not yet
determined the application or the potential impact of the Standard.
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Operative for
reporting periods
beginning on / after
AASB 15

Revenue from Contracts with Customers

1 Jul 2014

Operative for
reporting periods
beginning on / after
AASB 2015-2

This Standard establishes the principles that the Institute shall apply to report
useful information to users of financial statements about the nature, amount,
timing and uncertainty of revenue and cash flows arising from a contract with a
customer. The mandatory application date of this Standard has been amended
by AASB 2015-8 to 1 January 2018. The Institute has not yet determined the
application or the potential impact of the Standard.
AASB 2010-7

Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from AASB 9
(December 2010) [AASB 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 101, 102, 108, 112, 118, 120, 121, 127,
128, 131, 132, 136, 137, 139, 1023 & 1038 and Int 2, 5, 10, 12, 19 & 127]

1 Jan 2018
AASB 2015-3

AASB 2015-6
1 Jan 2018

Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Accounting for Acquisitions
of Interests in Joint Operations [AASB 1 & 11]

1 Jan 2016
AASB 2015-8

Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Clarification of Acceptable
Methods of Depreciation and Amortisation [AASB 116 & 138]

Application of Australian Accounting Standards

1 Jan 2016

Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Effective Date of AASB 15

1 Jan 2017

1 Jan 2016
Changes in Accounting Estimates

The adoption of the new Standard has no financial impact for the Institute as
depreciation and amortisation is not determined by reference to revenue
generation, but by reference to consumption of future economic benefits.
AASB 1057

Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Extending Related Party
Disclosures to Not-for-Profit Public Sector Entities [AASB 10, 124 & 1049]

The Standard amends the mandatory effective date of AASB 15, consequential
amendments originally set out in AASB 2014 5, and, Interpretation 1052 Tax
Consolidation Accounting. There is no financial impact.

The Institute establishes Joint Operations in pursuit of its objectives and does
not routinely acquire interests in Joint Operations. Therefore, there is no
financial impact on application of the Standard.
AASB 2014-4

1 Jul 2015

The amendments extend the scope of AASB 124 to include application by notfor-profit public sector entities. Implementation guidance is included to assist
application of the Standard by not-for-profit public sector entities. The Institute
will be required to make related party disclosures, though there is no financial
impact.

Part E of this Standard makes amendments to AASB 9 and consequential
amendments to other Standards. It has not yet been assessed to determine the
application or potential impact.
AASB 2014-3

Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from the Withdrawal of
AASB 1031 Materiality
This Standard completes the withdrawal of references to AASB 1031 in all
Australian Accounting Standards and Interpretations, allowing that Standard to
effectively be withdrawn. There is no financial impact.

The mandatory application date of this Standard has been amended by
AASB 2012-6 and AASB 2014-1 to 1 January 2018. The Authority has not yet
determined the application or the potential impact of the Standard.
Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards

1 Jan 2016

This Standard amends AASB 101 to provide clarification regarding the
disclosure requirements in AASB 101. Specifically, the Standard proposes
narrow-focus amendments to address some of the concerns expressed about
existing presentation and disclosure requirements and to ensure entities are
able to use judgement when applying a Standard in determining what
information to disclose in their financial statements. There is no financial impact.

This Standard makes consequential amendments to other Australian Accounting
Standards and Interpretations as a result of issuing AASB 9 in December 2010.

AASB 2014-1

Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Disclosure Initiative:
Amendments to AASB 101 [AASB 7, 101, 134 & 1049]

There have been no changes in accounting estimates.
1 Jan 2016

This Standard lists the application paragraphs for each other Standard (and
Interpretation). There is no financial impact on application of the Standard.
AASB 2014-5

Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from AASB 15

1 Jan 2017

This Standard gives effect to the consequential amendments to Australian
Accounting Standards (including Interpretations) arising from the issuance of
AASB 15. The Institute has not yet determined the application or the potential
impact of the Standard.
AASB 2014-7

Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from AASB 15

1 Jan 2018

This Standard gives effect to the consequential amendments to Australian
Accounting Standards (including Interpretations) arising from the issuance of
AASB 15. The Institute has not yet determined the application or the potential
impact of the Standard.
AASB 2014-9

Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Equity Method in Separate
Financial Statements [AASB 1, 127 & 128]

1 Jan 2016

This Standard amends AASB 127, and consequentially amends AASB 1 and
AASB 128, to allow entities to use the equity method of accounting for
investments in subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates in their separate
financial statements. The Institute has not yet determined the application or the
potential impact of the Standard.
AASB 2015-1

Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Annual Improvements to
Australian Accounting Standards 2012–2014 Cycle [AASB 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 110,
119, 121, 133, 134, 137 & 140]

1 Jan 2016

These amendments arise from the issuance of International Financial Reporting
Standard Annual Improvements to IFRSs 2012–2014 Cycle in September 2014,
and editorial corrections. The Institute has not yet determined the application or
the potential impact of the Standard.
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Central Institute of Technology
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015

6

2015

2014

$

$

11

Employee benefits expense
Wages and salaries (a)
Superannuation - defined contribution plans (b)

2014

$
$
(b) Includes payment made to the Office of the Auditor General for the annual audit of the accounts less a reduction for doubtful
debts.

82,855,544

82,760,015

7,643,333

7,744,940

90,498,877

90,504,955

Includes the value of the fringe benefit to the employee plus the fringe benefits tax component, leave entitlements including
superannuation contribution component.
(d) Defined contribution plans include West State, and Gold State and GESBS and other eligible funds.
Employment on-costs expenses, such as workers' compensation insurance, are included at note 10 'Other expenses'.
Employment on-costs liability is included at note 30 'Provisions'.

Fee for service
Fee for service - general
Fee for service - Department of Training and Workforce
Development
Fee for service – Commonwealth Government (a)

7,739,670
27,185

8,037,224
82,918

12,939,385

13,386,342

International division fees

11,805,181

10,885,018

32,511,421

32,391,502

(c)

7

12

Communication expenses
Utilities expenses
Consultancies and contracted services
Minor works
Repairs and maintenance

2,074,672

2,365,577

715,211

696,395

2,848,963

3,336,024

12,195,254

12,868,155

2,189,205

2,851,627

16,988,435

16,141,045

3,003,332

3,391,994

Other Institute fees

105,555

134,254

Student fees – RPL fees & RPL reversal

375,264

312,772

20,472,586

19,980,065

108,999

76,090

Resource fees

13

Ancillary trading

288,978

1,521,679

1,535,204

Travel and passenger transport

265,467

357,128

Contracting and consulting

Advertising and public relations

589,730

485,436

Other ancillary revenue

2,079,905

1,832,116

255,750

225,746

25,508,463

26,842,386

Supplies and services - other
Supplies and services – PD staff activities

Live works (not a trading activity)

14

Buildings

-

6,364

18,500

59,563

127,499

142,017

495,892

592,230

Trading profit/(loss)
Bookshop:

Depreciation and amortisation expense

Sales

Depreciation

Cost of sales:

5,226,418

5,017,786

Plant, furniture and general equipment

482,234

513,612

Opening inventory

(124,961)

(177,975)

Computers and communication network

947,262

962,829

Purchases

(403,629)

(459,291)

6,655,914

6,494,227

(528,590)

(637,266)

Total depreciation
Grants and subsidies
Other (student scholarships)

10

Student fees and charges

772,627

Operating lease and hire charges

9

This amount is mainly funding from the Department of Industry for the Adult Migrant Education Program (AMEP) - $12.82
million (2014: $13.28 million).

Tuition fees

Supplies and services
Consumables and minor equipment

8

(a)

Closing inventory

164,793

124,961

(363,797)

(512,305)

132,095

79,925

419,228

1,013,015

419,228

1,013,015

26,842

100,711

Cost of goods sold

26,842

100,711

Trading profit/(loss) - Bookshop

2,419,155

1,992,995

-

195,422

5,474,785

5,913,095

1,143

1,000

123,099

148,716

2,124

688

Other expenses
Building maintenance
Doubtful debts expense
Employment on-costs (a)
Donations
Student prizes and awards
Losses and write-offs
Other (b)

101,384

104,997

8,121,690

8,356,913

See note 2(m) 'Inventories' and note 21 'Inventories'.
15

Commonwealth specific purpose grants and contributions (a)

(a) These grants include Better Skills Better Care funding $380,397 (2014: $580,155) and the Indigenous Employment Program
$43,600 (2014: $428,091).
16

(a) Employment on-costs - Includes workers' compensation insurance and other employment on-costs.
The on-costs liabilities associated with the recognition of annual and long service leave liabilities are included at note 30 'Provisions'.
Superannuation contributions accrued as part of the provision for leave are employee benefits and are not included in employment
on-costs.

Commonwealth grants and contributions

Interest revenue
Interest revenue (from main operating account and short term deposits
held at various banks)

1,797,711

2,033,043

1,797,711

2,033,043
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2015

2014

2015

2014

$

$

$

$

20
17

Other revenue

Current

Rental and facilities fees

572,430

563,009

4,679

12,161

237

64

Specific capital works programs

(a)

1,730,624

253,872

226,754

5,662,065

134,467

Awards (b)
Monies refundable to Training and Workforce Development for
under delivery of SCH
Monies refundable to Department of Education for VET Fee HELP
funds

6,493,284

936,455

Other

Other direct grants and subsidy revenue
Copyright and royalties revenue
Sponsorship and donations revenue
Miscellaneous revenue

Restricted cash and cash equivalents

(a) Includes funding received from Department of Training and Workforce Development for the Voluntary Separation Scheme.
18

5,450,938

129,562

28,583

1,694,159

3,185,417

4,452,107

1,480,731

42,167

-

8,048,618

10,145,669

279,000

-

279,000

-

Non-Current

Net gain/(loss) on disposal of non-current assets

Accrued salaries suspense account (27th Pay provision)

Proceeds from disposal of non-current assets
Plant, furniture and general equipment

93,750

-

Computers and communication network

26,796

-

120,546

-

Total proceeds from disposal of non-current assets

(a)

Costs of disposal of non-current assets
Plant, furniture and general equipment

(1,965)

Computers and communication network

(6,592)

-

Total cost of disposal of non-current assets

(8,557)

(1,300)

111,989

(1,300)

Net gain/(loss)

(c)

(b)

Includes the installation of air-conditioning improvements at 25 Aberdeen Street $425K (2014: $0), entry statement
improvements $282K (2014: $1,155K) and Student Management System $322K (2014: $0).
Represents money bestowed on the Institute by private companies of individuals for the provision of awards to students.

(c)

First year of the provision to set aside the cash for an extra pay period in 2026.

(1,300)
The entire restricted cash balance at the year-end has been invested in term deposits (note 24 - other financial assets), which can be
instantly revoked prior to maturity with minimal penalty, if need arises.
21

Inventories
Current
Inventories not held for resale:

See note 25 ‘Property, plant and equipment’.

Other (at cost)
19

Income from State Government
Appropriation received during the year
Service appropriation (a) (State funds received from Department of Training and Workforce Development):
Delivery and Performance Agreement (DPA)
Other recurrent funds

62,944,045

69,411,110

Inventories held for resale:

1,581,377

5,731,625

Bookshop (at cost)

-

12,131

64,525,422

75,154,866

Capital works transferred
Total State funds

Less: Provision for obsolete stock

Less: Provision for obsolete stock

2,573,289

1,921,556

- Marketing and publications

11,924

12,139

- Human resources, and industrial relations support

24,584

27,819

255,940

-

2,865,737

1,961,514

63,525

50,980

2,929,262

2,012,494

- Other

Other Government (State Solicitor's Office)
Total resources received free of charge

Total income from State Government

67,454,684

77,167,360

(a) Service appropriations fund the net cost of services delivered
(b) Discretionary transfers of assets (including grants) and liabilities between State Government agencies are reported under Income
from State Government. Transfers of assets and liabilities in relation to a restructure of administrative arrangements are
recognised as distribution to owners by the transferor and contribution by owners by the transferee under AASB 1004 in respect of
net assets transferred. Other non-discretionary non-reciprocal transfers of assets and liabilities designated as contributions by
owners under TI 955 are also recognised directly to equity.

29,650

-

-

13,614

29,650

164,793

124,961

164,793

124,961
-

164,793

124,961

178,407

154,611

Receivables - trade

575,323

755,550

Receivables - students

229,906

825,715

Total

- Corporate systems support

29,650

13,614

-

Services received free of charge from other Government Agencies during the financial period
Department of Training and Workforce Development

13,614

See also note 2(m) 'Inventories' and note 14 'Trading profit/ (loss)'.
22

Receivables
Current

Receivables - other

33,376

36,186

Accrued revenue

1,456,090

2,823,621

Allowance for impairment of receivables

(231,681)

(275,264)

GST receivable (net)

479,428

145,189

Total current

2,542,442

4,310,997

Total receivables

2,542,442

4,310,997
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2015

2014

2015

2014

$

$

$

$

Reconciliation of changes in the allowance for impairment of receivables:
Balance at start of period
Doubtful debts expense
Amount written off during the period
Impairment losses reversed during the year
Balance at end of period

Works of art
(275,264)

(240,132)

5,993

(195,422)

70,285

188,866

(32,695)

(28,576)

(231,681)

(275,264)

1,774,840

1,785,306

1,774,840

263,459,340

268,404,882

Land and buildings were revalued as at 1 July 2015 by the Western Australian Land Information Authority (Valuation Services). The
valuations were performed during the year ended 31 December 2015 and recognised at 31 December 2015. In undertaking the
revaluation, fair value was determined by reference to market values for land: $ 2,160,000 (2014: $2,160,000) and buildings: $155,000
(2014: $155,000). For the remaining balance, fair value of buildings was determined on the basis of depreciated replacement cost and
fair value of land was determined on the basis of comparison with market evidence for land with similar approximate utility (high restricted
use land). See note 2(f) 'Property, plant and equipment'.

The Institute does not hold any collateral or other credit enhancements as security for receivables.
See also note 2(n) 'Receivables' and note 38 'Financial instruments'.
23

1,785,306

At fair value

Other assets
Current
Prepayments
Other current assets (b)
Total current

503,274

915,515

70,714

5,972

573,988

921,487

Information on fair value measurements is provided in Note 26.

Reconciliations of the carrying amounts of property, plant and equipment at the beginning and end of the reporting period are set out in the table
below.

(a) Represents the balance of outstanding corporate credit card accounts at the end of the period $7K (2014: $6K) and outstanding
claims for reimbursement through the Institute's Worker's Compensation insurance $63K (2014: $47K).
24

Buildings
$

54,810,000

207,401,570

-

2,006,929

-

3,321,273

Other Disposals **

-

-

Expensed Work in Progress
Revaluation
increments/(decrements)
Depreciation

-

2015

Current
At Cost:

Carrying amount at start of year

Term deposits (a)

(a)
25

Land
$

Other financial assets

Additions

34,272,382

36,000,000

34,272,382

36,000,000

Represents various term deposits held with Westpac with maturity of greater than 3 months and up to 12 months.

Property, plant and equipment

(a)

Carrying amount at
end of period

Land
At fair value (a)

Transfers

54,810,000

2014

At fair value (a)

203,821,126

207,401,570

Carrying amount at start of year

203,821,126

207,401,570

Additions
Transfers

Buildings under construction
Construction costs

72,756

730,882

Other Disposals

72,756

730,882

Expensed Work in Progress

Plant, furniture and general equipment
At cost
Accumulated depreciation

6,701,226

6,992,481

(5,257,634)

(5,474,057)

1,443,592

1,518,424

174,078

-

174,078

-

Revaluation
increments/(decrements)
Depreciation
Carrying amount at end of
period

(a)

Leasehold improvements
At cost

(a)

$

2,169,166

1,774,840

268,404,882

3,430,396

-

409,367

137,172

10,466

5,994,329

(3,948,350)

174,078

-

-

-

(453,000)

-

-

(1,965)

(6,592)

-

(8,557)

-

(140,172)

-

-

-

-

(140,172)

-

(3,682,228)

-

-

-

-

-

(3,682,228)

-

(5,226,418)

-

-

(482,234)

(947,262)

-

(6,655,914)

54,810,000

203,821,126

72,756

174,078

1,443,592

1,352,484

1,785,306

263,459,340

Computer
Buildings
Plant, furniture
equipment,
under
Leasehold
and general communication
construction improvements
equipment
network
$
$
$
$

Works
of
art
$

Total

2,480,358

1,764,459

278,117,887
7,420,914

54,810,000
Buildings

Total

1,518,424

54,810,000

Land
$

Buildings
$

64,910,000

196,795,869

730,882

Works of art
$

-

54,810,000
203,821,12

Computer
Buildings
Plant, furniture
equipment,
under
Leasehold
and general communication
construction improvements
equipment
network
$
$
$
$

10,330,112

-

1,837,089

$

-

-

6,562,648

-

141,112

706,772

10,382

-

16,094,470

(16,094,470)

-

55,135

(55,135)

-

-

(10,900,000)

-

-

-

(1,300)

-

-

(10,901,300)
(67,408)

-

-

(67,408)

-

-

-

-

800,000

(470,984)

-

-

-

-

-

329,016

-

(5,017,786)

-

-

(513,612)

(962,829)

-

(6,494,227)

54,810,000

207,401,569

730,882

-

1,518,424

2,169,166

1,774,841

268,404,882

The Department of Lands is the only agency with the power to sell Crown land. The land is transferred to the Department of Lands for sale
and the Authority accounts for the transfer as a distribution to owner.

Further information is provided in Note 26.

Computer equipment, communication network
At cost
Accumulated depreciation

6,902,241

6,962,778

(5,549,759)

(4,793,612)

1,352,482

2,169,166
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26

Fair value measurements

Assets measured at fair value:
2015

Land (Level 3 fair values)
Level 1

Level 2

$

$

Fair Value
at end of period
$

Level 3
$

Fair value for restricted use land is based on comparison with market evidence for land with low level utility (high restricted use land).
The relevant comparators of land with low level utility is selected by the Western Australian Land Information Authority (Valuation
Services) and represents the application of a significant Level 3 input in this valuation methodology. The fair value measurement is
sensitive to values of comparator land, with higher values of comparator land correlating with higher estimated fair values of land.

Land (Note 25)

-

2,160,000

52,650,000

54,810,000

Buildings (Note 25)

-

155,000

203,666,126

203,821,126

Buildings (Level 3 fair values)

-

2,315,000

256,316,126

258,631,126

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

$

$

$

Fair value for existing use specialised building is determined by reference to the cost of replacing the remaining future economic
benefits embodied in the asset, i.e. the depreciated replacement cost. Depreciated replacement cost is the current replacement cost
of an asset less accumulated depreciation calculated on the basis of such cost to reflect the already consumed economic benefit,
expired economic benefit or obsolescence of the asset. Determination of the current replacement cost of such assets held by the
Institute is calculated by reference to gross project size specifications and the historical cost, adjusted by relevant indices.

Assets measured at fair value:
2014

Fair Value
At end of period
$

Land (Note 25)

-

2,160,000

52,650,000

54,810,000

Buildings (Note 25)

-

155,000

207,246,570

207,401,570

-

2,315,000

259,896,570

262,211,570

Significant Level 3 inputs used by the Institute are derived and evaluated as follows:
Historical cost of building per square metre floor area (m 2)
The costs of construction of specialised buildings are extracted from financial records of the Institute, then indexed by movements in
construction costs by the Western Australian Land Information Authority (Valuation Services).

There were no transfers between Levels 1, 2 or 3 during the current and previous periods.

Consumed economic benefit/obsolescence of asset

Valuation techniques to derive Level 2 fair values

These are estimated by the Western Australian Land Information Authority (Valuation Services).

Level 2 fair values of Non-current assets held for sale, Land and Buildings (Office Accommodation) are derived using the market
approach.
Market evidence of sales prices of comparable land and buildings (office accommodation) in close proximity is used to determine
price per square metre.

Sales prices of appropriate land of low utility
These are selected by the Western Australian Land Information Authority (Valuation Services).
Selection of land with similar approximate utility

Fair value measurements using significant unobservable inputs
(Level 3)
2015
Fair Value at start of period
Additions
Revaluation increments / (decrements) recognised in other
comprehensive income
Disposals
Depreciation expense
Fair Value at end of period

Land

Buildings

$

$

52,650,000

207,246,570

-

5,328,202

-

(3,682,228)

-

-

-

(5,226,418)

52,650,000

203,666,126

Fair value for land with low level utility (high restricted use) is determined by comparison with market evidence for land with similar
approximate utility. Relevant comparators of land with similar approximate utility are selected by the Western Australian Land
Information Authority (Valuation Services).

Information about significant unobservable inputs (Level 3) in fair value measurements
Description

Land
Buildings

Fair value measurements using significant unobservable inputs
(Level 3)
2014
Fair Value at start of period
Additions
Revaluation increments / (decrements) recognised in other
comprehensive income
Disposals
Depreciation expense
Fair Value at end of period

Land

Fair Value
2015
$
52,650,000
203,666,126

Fair Value
2014
$
52,650,000

Valuation
Technique(s)

Unobservable inputs

Current Use

Selection of with similar
approximate utility
Consumed economic benefit
/obsolescence of asset
Historical cost of building per
square metre floor area (m2)

207,246,570 Depreciated Replacement Cost

Buildings

$

$

62,750,000

196,640,869

-

16,094,470

800,000

(470,984)

(10,900,000)

-

-

(5,017,786)

52,650,000

207,246,569

Reconciliations of the opening and closing balances are provided in Note 25.

Basis of Valuation
In the absence of market-based evidence due to the specialised nature of the assets, non-financial assets are valued at Level 3 of
the fair value hierarchy on an existing use basis. The existing use basis recognises that restrictions or limitations have been placed
on their use and disposal when they are not determined to be surplus to requirements. These restrictions are imposed by virtue of
the assets being held to deliver a specific community service and the Institute's enabling legislation.

Valuation processes
There were no changes in valuation techniques during the period.
Transfers in and out of a fair value level are recognised on the date of the event or change in circumstances that caused the transfer.
Transfers are generally limited to assets newly classified as non-current assets held for sale as Treasurer's instructions require
valuations of land and buildings to be categorised within Level 3 where the valuations utilise significant Level 3 inputs on a recurring
basis.
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27

2015

2014

2015

2014

$

$

$

$

Intangible assets

Non-current

Other (Student Management System – Work in Progress) (a)
At Cost
Accumulated Amortisation

Employee benefits provision
2,151,909

-

-

-

2,151,909

-

Long service leave (b)

Employment on-costs (d)

Total non-current

Reconciliations

(a)

Other

Additions
Amortisation expense
Carrying amount at the end of the period

28

-

2,151,909

-

-

-

2,151,909

-

More than 12 months after the end of the reporting period

(b)

213,778

218,912

213,778

218,912

3,545,439

3,630,116

2,066,451

2,075,637

304,413

326,830

2,370,863

2,402,467

Long service leave liabilities have been classified as current where there is no unconditional right to defer settlement for at
least 12 months after the end of the reporting period. Assessments indicate that actual settlement of the liabilities will occur as
follows:

Impairment of assets
There were no indications of impairment to property, plant and equipment or intangible assets at 31 December 2015.

Within 12 months of the end of the reporting period

5,074,888

More than 12 months after the end of the reporting period

8,442,570

9,015,216

13,517,458

15,058,859

The Institute held no goodwill or intangible assets with an indefinite useful life during the reporting period. At the end of the reporting
period the Student Management System intangible asset was not yet available for use.
(c)

All surplus assets as at 31 December 2015 have either been classified as assets held for sale or written off.

29

3,411,204

Annual leave liabilities have been classified as current as there is no unconditional right to defer settlement for at least 12
months after the end of the reporting period. Assessments indicate that actual settlement of the liabilities will occur as follows:
Within 12 months of the end of the reporting period

-

3,411,204

3,331,661
Other provisions

(a) During 2015 the Institute began the development of a new Student Management System to drive efficiencies in enrolment
processes. The system licences and development will be capitalised upon completion in April 2016.

Carrying amount at the start of the period

3,331,661

Deferred salary scheme liabilities have been classified as current where there is no unconditional right to defer settlement for
at least 12 months after the end of the reporting period. Actual settlement of the liabilities is expected to occur as follows:

Payables

Within 12 months of the end of the reporting period

Current

More than 12 months after the end of the reporting period

Trade payables
Accrued expenses
Accrued salaries and related costs
Paid parental leave payable
Total current

-

2,734

2,476,696

1,258,640

577,041

1,431,404

3,943

5,128

3,057,680

2,697,906

(d)

6,043,643

-

17,743

99,527

79,248

99,527

96,991

The settlement of annual and long service leave liabilities gives rise to the payment of employment on-costs including workers'
compensation insurance.
The provision is the present value of expected future payments.
The associated expense, apart from the unwinding of the discount (finance cost), is disclosed in note 10 'Other expenses'.

Movements in other provisions
Movements in each class of provisions during the financial year, other than employee benefits, are set out below.

See also note 2(o) 'Payables' and note 38 'Financial Instruments'.

30

Employment on-cost provision

Provisions

Carrying amount at start of period

Current
Employee benefits provision
Annual leave (a)
Long service leave (b)
Deferred Salary Scheme

( c)

2,370,863

2,402,467

10,185,797

11,647,655

99,527

96,991

12,656,187

14,147,113

806,610

903,093

Other provisions
Employment on-costs

(d)

806,610
Total current

1,122,005

Additional provisions recognised

13,462,797

903,093
15,050,206

31

1,085,691

717,409

696,240

Payments / other sacrifices of economic benefits

(819,026)

(659,926)

Carrying amount at end of period

1,020,388

1,122,005

Income received in advance (a)
Grants and advances (provision for under-delivery in Government
funded courses)
Money/deposits held in trust

5,589,497

4,249,818

1,694,159

3,185,417

171,728

61,863

Total current

7,455,384

7,497,098

Other liabilities
Current
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2015

2014

2015

2014

$

$

$

$

33

(a) Income received in advance comprises:
State Government
Other Government (Commonwealth/Local)
Fee for service
Other

-

1,164,046

4,982,224

2,058,083

443,920

836,984

163,353

190,705

5,589,497

4,249,818

Notes to the Statement of Cash Flows

Reconciliation of cash
Cash at the end of the financial year, as shown in the Statement of Cash Flows is reconciled to the related items in the Statement of
Financial Position as follows:
Cash and cash equivalents
Short term deposits (less than 3 months maturity)

(i) Other Government is substantially related to unspent Commonwealth Government funds provided under the VET Fee HELP
$3,960K (2014: $1,480K) and Fee HELP $493K (2014: $0) arrangements.

Restricted cash and cash equivalents (refer to note 20 'Restricted cash and
cash equivalents')
32

Equity
The Western Australian Government holds the equity interest in the Institute on behalf of the community. Equity represents the
residual interest in the net assets of the Institute. The asset revaluation surplus represents that portion of equity resulting from the
revaluation of non-current assets.

764,614

-

1,786,000

5,161,560

2,550,614

8,327,618

10,145,669

13,489,178

12,696,283

Reconciliation of net cost of services to net cash flows provided by/(used in) operating activities

Net cost of services
Contributed equity
Balance at start of period

5,161,560

(68,745,973)

(75,724,471)

6,655,914

6,494,227

Non-cash items:
65,859,250

76,759,250

Transfer of net assets from other agencies

2,006,929

-

Doubtful debts expense (note 10 ‘Other expenses’)

Total contributions by owners

2,006,929

-

Contributions by owners

Depreciation and amortisation expense
(note 8 'Depreciation and amortisation expense)

(5,993)

195,422

Resources received free of charge (note 19 ‘Income from State
Government’)

2,929,262

2,012,494

Distribution to owners

Net (gain)/loss on sale of property, plant and equipment

(108,970)

1,299

Transfer of net assets to other agencies
(Institute contribution for upgrade to the Mt Lawley campus being
coordinated by Department of Training and Workforce Development)
Net assets transferred to Government (a)

Donated assets
(1,500,000)

-

-

(10,900,000)

Total Distribution to owners

(1,500,000)

(10,900,000)

Balance at end of period

66,366,179

65,859,250

(Transfer of Subiaco campus land to Department of Land for sale)

Losses and write-offs (excludes cash shortages/thefts of money)
(note 10 ‘Other expenses’)

554

-

2,693

688

1,768,555

709,994

(Increase)/decrease in assets:
Current receivables (a)
Current inventories

(23,796)

43,342

Other current assets

346,944

(412,380)

359,774

(2,270,822)

Reserves
Increase/(decrease) in liabilities

Asset revaluation surplus
Balance at start of period

112,687,165

112,358,148

Land
Buildings
Balance at end of period

Current payables (a)
Current provisions

Net revaluation increments/(decrements):
800,000

Other current liabilities

(3,682,228)

(470,984)

Non-current provisions

109,004,937

112,687,164

-

Net GST receipts/(payments) (b)
Change in GST in receivables/payables (c)
Net cash provided by/(used in) operating activities

Accumulated surplus/(deficit)
Balance at start of period

115,066,519

113,623,629

(1,291,289)

1,442,890

Balance at end of period

113,775,230

115,066,519

Total Equity at end of period

289,146,346

293,612,933

Result for the period

(1,587,410)

(123,204)

1,449,545

1,674,392

(84,677)

476,487

(190,812)

247,884

190,538

(342,647)

(57,043,852)

(67,017,295)

(a) Note that the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) receivable/payable in respect of GST and the receivable/payable in respect of
the sale/purchase of non-current assets are not included in these items as they do not form part of the reconciling items.
(b) This is the net GST paid/received, i.e. cash transactions
(c) This reverses out the GST in receivables and payables
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34

2015

2014

$

$

37

Explanatory statement
Significant variations between estimates and actual results for 2015 and between the actual results for 2014 and 2015 are shown
below. Significant variations are considered to be those greater than 10% or $5 million.

Commitments
Non-cancellable operating lease commitments

Statement of Comprehensive Income 2015

Commitments for minimum lease payments are payable as follows:
Within 1 year

1,321,835

872,537

Later than 1 year and not later than 5 years

1,121,120

1,645,590

2,442,955

2,518,127

2014

Actual

Estimate

Actual

1

90,498,875

91,657,346

90,504,956

(1,158,471)

(6,080)

2, A

25,508,463

24,037,441

26,842,386

1,471,022

(1,333,923)

COST OF SERVICES

Employee benefits expense

The Institute has entered into several property leases which are non-cancellable leases with rent payable monthly in advance.
Minimum lease payments shall be increased on the anniversary of each lease agreement by the agreed rate in the lease terms.
The Institute has also entered into leases for fleet vehicles. These are generally leased with 3-year terms and returned to the
supplier for auction at the end of the term.

Supplies and services
Depreciation and amortisation expense

6,655,914

7,098,570

6,494,227

(442,656)

161,687

Grants and subsidies

3, B

26,842

9,349

100,711

17,493

(73,869)

Cost of sales

4, C

363,797

472,400

512,305

(108,603)

(148,508)

-

3,916

1,299

(3,916)

(1,299)

8,121,690

7,963,954

8,356,913

157,736

(235,223)

131,175,582

131,242,976

132,812,797

Loss on disposal of non-current assets

Capital Expenditure Commitments
Capital expenditure commitments, being contracted capital expenditure additional to the amounts reported in the financial
statements, are payable as follows:

D

Other expenses
Total cost of services

1,570,804

5,585,068

1,570,804

5,585,068

The capital commitments include amounts for:
Buildings

Variance
Note

3,078,397

-

495,000

4,685,867

8,253,494

Contingent liabilities and contingent assets
As at reporting date the Institute has no contingent liabilities or contingent assets.

2014
Actual

32,511,421

31,751,833

32,391,502

759,588

Student fees and charges

6

20,472,586

24,371,335

19,980,065

(3,898,749)

492,521

Ancillary trading

E

127,499

138,888

142,017

(11,389)

(14,518)

Sales

7, F

495,892

590,100

592,230

(94,208)

(96,339)

Commonwealth grants & contributions

8, G

419,228

977,935

1,013,015

(558,707)

(593,787)

Interest revenue

9, H

1,797,711

1,554,000

2,033,043

243,711

(235,332)

Other revenue

10, I

6,493,284

842,083

936,455

5,651,201

5,556,829

62,317,620

60,226,174

57,088,327

2,091,446

5,229,293

111,989

-

-

111,989

111,989

111,989

-

-

111,989

111,989

Total income other than income from State Government

62,429,609

60,226,174

57,088,327

2,203,435

5,341,282

NET COST OF SERVICES

68,745,973

71,016,802

75,724,470

(2,270,829)

(6,978,498)

J

64,525,422

64,975,034

75,154,866

(449,612)

(10,629,444)

12,K

2,929,262

1,797,000

2,012,494

1,132,262

916,768

67,454,684

66,772,034

77,167,360

682,650

(9,712,676)

(3,682,228)

6,984,220

326,016

(10,666,448)

(4,011,244)

(3,682,228)

6,984,220

326,016

(10,666,448)

(4,011,244)

(4,973,517)

2,739,452

1,771,906

(7,712,969)

(6,745,423)

Total Revenue

Events occurring after the reporting period
On 24 February 2016 the Minister for Training and Workforce Development announced a plan to consolidate the current 11 WA
State training providers to five by April 2016. The metropolitan providers will be restructured to two, these will be North
Metropolitan TAFE and South Metropolitan TAFE, Central Institute of Technology will form part of the new North Metropolitan
TAFE. This disclosure is for information purposes only and does not impact the financial information detailed in the attached
financial statements.

119,919

Gains
Gains on disposal of non-current assets

36

2015
Estimate

(1,637,216)
Variance
between
results for 2015
and 2014

Revenue
Fee for service

35

2015
Actual

(67,394)
Variance
between
estimated
and actual

Income

1,570,804

Other expenditure commitments
Other expenditure commitments for the purchase of goods and services contracted for at the end of the reporting period date but
not recognised as liabilities are payable as follows:
4,685,867
7,758,494
Within 1 year
Later than 1 year and not later than 5 years

Variance
between
results for 2015
and 2014

2015

Expenses

The commitments below are inclusive of GST.

Within 1 year

Variance
between
estimated
and actual

2015

Variance
Note

11, D

Total Gains

INCOME FROM GOVERNMENT
Service appropriation
Services received free of charge
Total income from State Government
SURPLUS / (DEFICIT) FOR THE PERIOD
OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Items not classified subsequently to profit of loss
Changes in asset revaluation reserve

13,L

Total Other Comprehensive Income
TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE PERIOD
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GST payments to taxation authorities

26,Y

Other payments
ASSETS

(214,191)

(185,525)

(32,761)

(28,666)

(8,387,723)

(8,048,097)

(8,753,437)

(339,626)

(181,430)
365,714

(125,931,776) (125,775,977) (129,862,940)

(155,799)

3,931,164

Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents

14,M

5,161,560

11,599,063

2,550,614

(6,437,503)

2,610,946

Restricted cash and cash equivalents

15,N

8,048,618

7,709,467

10,145,669

339,151

(2,097,051)

Inventories

16,O

178,407

161,505

154,611

16,902

23,796

Receivables

17,P

2,541,725

6,331,480

4,310,997

(3,789,755)

(1,769,272)

18

34,846,370

20,692,374

36,921,487

14,153,996

(2,075,117)

Other current assets
Total current assets

50,776,680

46,493,889

54,083,378

4,282,791

(3,306,698)

Receipts
Fee for service
Student fees and charges

27

Ancillary trading

Z

Restricted cash and cash equivalents

15,Q

279,000

-

-

279,000

279,000

263,459,340

278,022,783

268,404,882

(14,563,443)

(4,945,542)

2,151,908

-

-

2,151,908

2,151,908

Total Non-Current assets

265,890,248

278,022,783

268,404,882

(12,132,535)

(2,514,634)

TOTAL ASSETS

316,666,928

324,516,672

322,488,260

(7,849,744)

Property, plant and equipment

19

Intangible assets

19,R

Variance
Note

2015

2015

2014

Actual

Estimate

Actual

Variance
between
estimated
and actual

31,015,068

32,505,276

1,444,709

(45,999)

21,020,824

23,592,100

20,016,166

(2,571,276)

1,004,658

127,499

138,888

141,785

(11,389)

(14,286)

Commonwealth grants and contributions

28,AA

3,390,604

977,935

2,016,882

2,412,669

1,373,722

Interest received

29,BB

1,730,871

1,574,000

2,666,398

156,871

(935,528)

1,798,223

1,949,550

1,810,808

(151,327)

(12,585)

1,252,512

1,779,400

1,926,500

(526,888)

(673,988)

GST receipts on sales

Non-Current Assets

32,459,777

GST receipts from taxation authority

30,CC

Other receipts

31,DD

Net cash provided by/(used in) operating activities

7,105,144

1,413,458

1,761,831

5,691,686

5,343,313

(57,046,322)

(63,335,578)

(67,017,294)

6,289,256

9,970,972

2015

2015

2014

Actual

Estimate

Actual

(5,821,332)
Variance
between
results for 2015
and 2014

Variance
Note

Variance
between
estimated
and actual

Variance
between
results for 2015
and 2014

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

LIABILITIES

Payments

Current Liabilities
Payables

20, S

3,056,962

1,966,324

2,697,906

1,090,638

359,056

Provisions

T

13,462,797

14,207,863

15,050,206

(745,066)

(1,587,410)

Other current liabilities

21

7,455,385

6,366,030

7,497,098

1,089,355

(41,713)

23,975,143

22,540,217

25,245,211

1,434,926

(1,270,067)

Total current liabilities

Purchase of non-current assets

33,EE

(5,545,582)

(4,310,000)

(7,420,914)

(1,235,582)

1,875,332

Movement in term deposits

34,FF

1,727,618

-

(18,900,000)

1,727,618

20,627,618

(1,500,000)

(1,500,000)

-

-

(1,500,000)

Capital contributions

GG

Receipts
Proceeds from the sale of non-current assets

41,HH

Net cash provided by/(used by) investing activities

Non-Current Liabilities
Provisions

3,545,439

3,478,190

3,630,116

67,249

(84,677)

Total Non-Current Liabilities

3,545,439

3,478,190

3,630,116

67,249

(84,677)

NET ASSETS

289,146,346

298,498,265

293,612,933

9,351,919

4,466,588

Net increase / (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

120,546

-

-

120,546

120,546

(5,197,972)

(5,810,000)

(26,320,914)

612,028

21,122,941

792,895

(3,749,275)

(13,832,151)

4,542,170

14,625,047

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period

12,696,283

25,349,670

26,528,434

(12,653,387)

(13,832,151)

CASH & CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE END
OF THE PERIOD

13,489,178

21,600,395

12,696,283

(8,111,217)

792,895

EQUITY
Contributed equity

66,366,179

64,359,250

65,859,250

2,006,929

506,929

Reserves

22

109,004,937

126,201,183

112,687,165

(17,196,246)

(3,682,228)

Accumulated surplus / (deficit)

23

113,775,230

107,937,832

115,066,518

5,837,398

(1,291,289)

289,146,346

298,498,265

293,612,933

(9,351,919)

(4,466,588)

TOTAL EQUITY

Statement of Cash Flows

CASH FLOWS FROM STATE GOVERNMENT
Service appropriation

U

Net Cash provided by State Government

63,034,164

63,104,438

79,506,056

(70,274)

(16,471,891)

63,034,164

63,104,438

79,506,056

(70,274)

(16,471,891)

(92,810,378)

(91,778,305)

(92,415,593)

(1,032,073)

(394,784)

(21,465,287)

(22,211,499)

(25,103,776)

746,212

3,638,488

CASHFLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Payments
Employee benefits
Supplies and services

V

Grants and subsidies

24,W

(26,842)

(9,349)

(100,711)

(17,493)

73,869

GST payments on purchases

25,X

(3,027,355)

(3,543,202)

(3,456,662)

515,847

429,307

Major Variance Narratives
Variances between estimates and actual
1) The positive variance in employee expenses are substantially due to the Long Service Leave and Annual Leave provision
adjustments at the year-end being lower than expected. A reduction in the delivery of training hours in 2015 has meant a
reduction in both lecturing and administration costs ($4.54M). This is offset somewhat by severance payments ($5.11M) as part
of the Voluntary Separation Scheme.
2) The unfavourable variance in Supplies and Services of $1.47M is mainly due to additional services provided by Department of
Training and Workforce Development free of charge being more than estimated ($1.13M). This relates to various one-off system
upgrades costs being notionally transferred to State Training Providers.
3) The favourable variance of $17K in Grants and subsidies is due to more student scholarships being issued to students than
estimated for 2015.
4) Costs of sales were $109K lower than estimates. The reduction in student numbers as well as the provision of more learning
materials on-line has caused this decline; this is matched to a decline in sales.
5) There was no loss on disposal of non-current assets as there was a net profit on the sale of surplus assets in 2015.
6) Student fees and charges were substantially lower than estimated ($3.90M) made up of resource fees ($1.96M) and tuition
fees ($1.87M), this is a combination of declining student numbers and reductions in resource fees to help ease the financial
burden on students.
7) An unfavourable variance of $94K in Sales is due to a reduction in Bookshop purchases by students in 2015; this is attributed
to the lower student numbers and provision of more learning materials on-line.
8) Commonwealth Grants were $559K lower than estimated. Some current agreements were wound up during 2015 (e.g.
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Indigenous Employment Program) with opportunities for new Commonwealth tenders being limited.

34) The movement of term deposit funds relates to the return of monies to fund operations and commitments at year end.

9) Interest revenue was $244K more than estimated. Interest rates remained relatively stable but the Institute maintained a hig her
than expected cash balance throughout 2015, in part due to delays in the completion and payment for capital works.

Variance between actual results for 2015 and 2014

10) The favourable variance of $5.65M in Other revenue is mainly due to the funding received from Treasury for the Voluntary
Separation Scheme ($5.57M).
11) The Gain on Disposal of assets of $112K was not included in the estimates and is a result of the successful sale of specialised
Printing equipment at auction.
12) Higher than expected Services Received Free of Charge are a result of additional services provided by the Department of
Training and Workforce Development in 2015, mainly for one-off system upgrade Project Management, licences and Contracted
Services costs.
13) The unfavourable variance in changes in asset revaluation surplus of $10.7 million is due to the estimates not anticipating a
downturn in WA economy; the estimates anticipated modest increases in land values and building costs for 2015.

A) The reduction in expenditure for supplies and services of $1.3 million is due to savings in Electricity ($442K) as a result of
gaining a better tariff rate when changing providers as well as significant savings in contracted services for cleaning ($1.16 million)
as a new contract was negotiated in 2015.
B) The reduction in expenditure on Grants and subsidies of $74K is due to a reduction in the issuing of scholarships in 2015
compared to the previous year.
C) The reduction in the Cost of Sales of $149K in 2015 is due to both the decline in student numbers and the availability of student
resources on-line or through other means (on-line).
D) Net gain/loss on non-current assets was $112K in 2015. In comparison there was no sale or trade-in of assets in 2014.

14) Cash and Cash Equivalents were $6.4 million below the estimates. This is a result of the Institute investing its surplu s funds in
longer term deposits to take advantage of the favourable interest rates available.

E) Ancillary trading declined by $15K in 2015. This is substantially related to the reduction in sales of curriculum materials to other
training providers.

15) Restricted cash and cash equivalents were $618K above the estimates. A lower than expected provision set aside for the
return of DPA funds to the Department of Training and Workforce Development ($805K) is offset by an increase in surplus VET Fee
HELP funds from the Commonwealth held for student enrolments at year end ($2.95M), these funds are likely to be returned in
2016. $279K for the 27th Pay provision has been allocated as non-current in the actuals but current in the budget, this will be
correctly classified in future budget estimates.

F) Sales declined by 96K in 2015 as a result of lower turnover in the Institute’s Bookshop. This is attributed to the lower student
cohort and availability of resources to students through other means.

16) Inventory was $17K lower than the estimates. This is a result of the Institute’s Bookshop holding on to lower stock due to
declining sales.
17) Receivables were $3.79 million less than the estimates. Trade Debtors was $1.41 million under the estimates, this being
mainly due to timing of invoicing and payments. Student Debt was $1.43 million below the estimates; this is partially due to the
lower student numbers as well as a greater than expected uptake of VET Fee HELP for the deferring of their debts. Accrued
income was also $844K less than estimated as a result of more timely payment of international student delivery by th e Department
of Training and Workforce Development.
18) Other current assets was $14.2 million above the estimates. The Institute’s surplus funds were invested in term deposits with a
longer maturity to take advantage of the higher interest rates available.
19) Property, plant and equipment was $14.6 million below the estimates mainly due to a downward revaluation of buildings by
Landgate of $8.62 million. It was also expected that land values would increase by 2.5% in 2015 (increase of $1.4 million) but
values remained static. The Development costs for the new Student Management System were included in the estimated figure
($2.251 million), these are currently included in Intangible assets.
20) Payables were higher than the estimates by $1.09 million. This is mainly related to the recognition of additional accrued
expenditure at the end of 2015, especially for completed minor works not invoiced until 2016.
21) Other current liabilities were $1.09M above the estimates. Higher than expected VET Fee Help Funds ($2.95 million) were
offset by a lower DPA refund provision ($306K) and Commonwealth grant ($530K) & fee for service ($444K) monies carried forward
to 2016.
22) Reserves were $17 million less than the estimates. This is a result of the valuations by Landgate for both 2014 and 2015
having a downward valuation of the building assets.
23) The accumulated surplus figure was $5.84 million above the estimates. This is a result of accumulated favourable surplu s
results compared to estimates in both the current and prior year.
24) The unfavourable variance of $17K in Grants and subsidies is due to more student scholarships being paid to students than
estimated for 2015.

G) Commonwealth Grants were $593K lower than estimated. Some current agreements were wound up during 2015 (e.g.
Indigenous Employment Program) with opportunities for new Commonwealth tenders being limited given the current economic
environment.
H) Interest revenue declined by $235K in 2015. Although the Institute maintained a healthy cash balance throughout the year
average interest rates provided by the banks were lower compared to that available in 2014.
I) Other revenue increased by $5.56M in 2015, this is due to the funding provided by Treasury for the Voluntary Separation
Scheme.
J) Service Appropriation declined by $10.6 million in 2015. This is substantially due to declining student numbers as a result of the
half-year cohort as well as reduced funding as a result of the continuing implementation of the Future Skills WA government
initiative.
K) Services received free of charge was $917K higher than 2014, this relates to additional notional revenue recognised for one-off
services provided to the State Training Providers by the Department of Training and Workforce Development for system upgrades
and project management.
L) Changes in the asset revaluation surplus in 2015 relate to a downward revaluation of the Institute’s building assets by Landgate,
2014’s figure included a modest increase in the Institute’s land values.
M) The Cash and cash equivalents balance increased by $2.61 million at the end of 2015 compared to the same period in 2014,
this is a result of the decision to hold more cash in the operating account at year end to cover for necessary payments to employees
and suppliers over the Christmas closedown period.
N) The Restricted Cash and cash equivalents balance declined by $2.1 million at the end of 2015, this is due to the Institute having
lower capital commitments (-$3.72 million) and a reduced provision for under delivery ($-1,491K) compared to 2014, this was offset
somewhat by an increase in funds held for the VET Fee HELP program ($2.91 million).
O) Inventory declined by $24K in 2015, this is a result of the Institute’s Bookshop holding a lower stock of student material at year
end.
P) Receivables declined by $1.77 million in 2015. This is mainly due to a significant reduction in Student Debtors (-596K) and in
accrued income (-$1.44 million) due to the full payment by the Department of Training and Workforce Development for semester 2’s
international student delivery in 2015.

25) GST payments on purchases had a favourable variance of $516K due to lower than expected taxable purchases.

Q) The non-current restricted cash and cash equivalents figure in 2015 is the 1st year of provision for the next 27th pay due in
2026, in 2014 there were 27 pay periods so there was no requirement for this provision.

26) An unfavourable variance in GST payments to taxation authority of $129K is mainly due to the timing of the invoicing for the
AMEP program each month and the impact it had on the net GST payable to the ATO.

R) The balance of $2.15 million in Intangible assets is for the implementation costs for the new student management system, this
project will be capitalised in April 2016.

27) The unfavourable variance of $2.57 million in student fees and charges is a result of the decline in student numbers and lower
collections of resource fees than expected.

S) The minor increase in Payables of $359K is due to an increase in Accrued expenditure at year end mainly related to minor
building works and other facility costs ($1.19M). This is offset by a reduction in accrued salary costs ($854K) as a result of the final
pay period of 2015 occurring on 31/12/15.

28) The favourable variance of 2,413K in Commonwealth grants and contributions relates substantially to the cash payment of the
VET Fee Help funds to the Institute.
29) Interest receipts were $157K more than estimated and this was due to the Institute maintained a healthier than expected cash
balance throughout 2015.
30) The unfavourable variance in GST receipts from the taxation authority of $527K is due to the timing of invoicing and payments
and the monthly impact on the net GST payable or receivable from the ATO.
31) The favourable variance of $5.69 million in other receipts is mainly due to the payment by the Department of Training and
Workforce Development for the Voluntary Separation Scheme in 2015 ($5.57M).
32) The variance in Purchases of non-current assets of $1.24 million is due to payments for various capital works and the student
management system being brought forward to 2015 that were budgeted for in 2016.
33) The figure of $120K for the proceeds on sale on non-current assets of was not included in the estimates and is a result of the
successful sale of specialised Printing equipment at auction.

T) Provisions decreased by $1.59 million in 2015, this is substantially due to the payout of leave balances to staff accepting
redundancies in the Voluntary Separation Scheme.
U) The reduction in Service appropriation is a result in a reduction in student training delivery hours as a result of the half-year
cohort and cuts to offerings as well as the further implementation of the Future Skills WA initiative.
V) The reduction in supplies and services of $3.64 million in 2015 is mainly due to significant decreases in Cleaning costs ($1.16
million) and electricity ($442K), there was a large component of accrued expenditure at the end of the year.
W) The reduction in Grants and subsidies payment in 2015 of $74K is due to a reduction in scholarships paid to students.
X) Lower GST payments on purchases in 2015 is due to a reduction in taxable acquisitions during the year.
Y) An increase in GST payment to taxation authority of $181K was due to the timing of invoicing for services and the impact it had
on the net GST paid or received from the ATO each month.
Z) Ancillary Trading receipts declined by $14K in 2015 due to a reduction in the development and sale of curriculum materials ($42K), this was offset by an increase in live work activity ($30K).
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AA) The $1.37 million increase in Commonwealth grants and contributions is substantially due to the increase in VET Fee HELP
funding received from the Department of Education and Training in 2015.

(b) Categories of financial instruments
The carrying amounts of each of the following categories of financial assets and financial liabilities at the end of the reporting
period are :

BB) Interest receipts declined by $936K in 2015. This is a combination of the lower interest rates available in 2015 as well as
holding cash investments in longer term deposits at year end with the interest being earned but not received.
CC) GST receipts from taxation authority declined by $674K in 2015, this is due to a reduction in the purchase of taxable supplies
claimed from the ATO as well as an increase in the provision of taxable supplies , resulting in fewer monthly returns having a net
refund from the ATO compared to 2014.

2015

2014

$

$

Financial Assets

DD) Other receipts increased by $5.34 million in 2015, this is substantially due to the receipt of funding from Treasury for the
Voluntary Separation Scheme ($5.57 million), offset by a decline in Sales.

Cash and cash equivalent

5,161,560

2,550,614

EE) The purchase of non-current assets declined by $1.88 million in 2015, this is due to the winding down of major capital works
for various building improvements.

Restricted cash and cash equivalent

8,327,618

10,145,669

FF) The variance in the movement in term deposits is due to making more investments with a maturity of greater than 3 months in
2014 to take advantage of the favourable interest rates available.

Other financial assets

GG) The $1.5 million capital contribution is a payment made to the Department of Training and Workforce Development towards
the upgrades at the Mt Lawley Campus.

Financial Liabilities

Receivables (a)

HH) The figure of $121K in proceeds from the sale of non-current assets relates mainly to the successful auction of some printing
press equipment in 2015 as well as trade-ins for old server upon replacement. No similar transactions occurred in 2014.

2,063,014

4,165,808

34,272,382

36,000,000

Payables

3,057,680

2,697,906

DPA clawback provision

1,694,159

3,185,417

(a) The amount of receivables excludes GST recoverable from the ATO (statutory receivable).
38

Financial instruments
(a) Financial risk management objectives and policies

(c) Financial instrument disclosures

Financial instruments held by the Institute are cash and cash equivalents, restricted cash and cash equivalents, loans and
receivables and payables. The Institute has limited exposure to financial risks.

Credit risk

The Institute's overall risk management program focuses on managing the risk identified below:
Credit risk
Credit risk arises when there is the possibility of the Institute’s receivables defaulting on their contractual obligations resulting in
financial loss to the Institute.

The following table discloses the Institute's maximum exposure to credit risk and the ageing analysis of financial assets. The Institute's
maximum exposure to credit risk at the end of the reporting period is the carrying amount of financial assets as shown below. The table
discloses the ageing of financial assets that are past due but not impaired and impaired financial assets. The table is based on information
provided to senior management of the Institute.
The Institute does not hold any collateral as security or other credit enhancements relating to the financial assets it holds.
Ageing analysis of financial assets

The maximum exposure to credit risk at the end of the reporting period in relation to each class of recognised financial assets is
the gross carrying amount of those assets inclusive of any allowance for impairment as shown in the table at note 38(c) ‘Financial
instruments disclosures’ and note 22 ‘Receivables’.
Credit risk associated with the Institute’s financial assets is minimal because the Institute trades only with recognised, credit
worthy third parties. The Institute has policies in place to ensure that sales of products and services are made to customers with
an appropriate credit history. In addition, receivable balances are monitored on an ongoing basis with the result that the
Institute's exposure to bad debt is minimal. At the end of the reporting period there are no significant concentrations of credit risk.

Past due but not impaired

Carrying
Amount
$

2015

Liquidity risk arises when the Institute is unable to meet its financial obligations as they fall due.

Cash and cash equivalents
Restricted cash and cash
equivalents

The Institute has appropriate procedures to manage cash flows including drawdowns of appropriations by monitoring forecast
cash flows to ensure that sufficient funds are available to meet its commitments.

$

Up to 1
month
$

1–3
months

3 months to
1 year

$

$

1 – 5 years

Impaired
Financial
Assets

$

$

Financial Assets

Liquidity risk

The Institute is exposed to liquidity risk through its trading in the normal course of business.

Not past
due and
not
impaired

Receivables

(a)

Other financial assets

Market risk

5,161,560

5,161,560

8,327,618

8,327,618

2,063,014

1,375,877

34,272,382

34,272,382

49,824,574

49,137,437

181,504

165,468

104,593

3,891

231,681

181,504

165,468

104,593

3,891

231,681

213,377

358,785

94,581

8,305

275,264

213,377

358,785

94,581

8,305

275,264

2014
Market risk is the risk that changes in market prices such as foreign exchange rates and interest rates will affect the Institute's
income or the value of its holdings of financial instruments. The Institute does not trade in foreign currency and is not materially
exposed to other price risks (for example, equity securities or commodity prices changes). The Institute's exposure to market risk
for changes in interest rates relate primarily to the long-term debt obligations.

Cash and cash equivalent
Restricted cash and cash
equivalent
Receivables

(a)

Other financial assets

2,550,614

2,550,614

10,145,669

10,145,669

4,165,808

3,215,496

36,000,000

36,000,000

52,862,091

51,911,779

(a) The amount of receivables excludes the GST receivables from the ATO (statutory receivable).
Liquidity risk and interest rate exposure
The following table details the Institute’s interest rate exposure and the contractual maturity analysis of financial assets and financial
liabilities.
The maturity analysis section includes interest and principal cash flows. The interest rate exposure section analyses only the carrying
amounts of each item.
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- 100 Basis Points

Interest rate exposure and maturity analysis of financial assets and financial liabilities
Interest rate exposure
Weighted
Average
Effective
Interest
Rate
%

Carrying
amount
$

Maturity Dates

2014
Fixed
Interest
Rate
$

Carrying
Amount
$

NonInterest
Bearing

Variable
Interest
Rate
$

Nominal
Amount
$

Surplus
$

+ 100 Basis Points

Equity
$

Surplus
$

Equity
$

Financial Assets

Up to 1
month
$

1 - 3 months
$

3 - 6 months

2,550,614

(25,208)

(25,208)

25,208

25,208

Restricted cash and cash equivalent

10,145,669

(101,457)

(101,457)

101,457

101,457

2015

Other financial assets

36,000,000

(360,000)

(360,000)

360,000

360,000

Financial Assets
Cash and cash
equivalent
Restricted cash &
cash equivalent
Receivables (a)
Other financial
assets

Total Increase / (Decrease)

(486,665)

486,665)

486,665

486,665

1.75%

5,161,560

3.11%

8,327,618

8,327,618

2,063,014

-

34,272,382

$

26,930

5,161,560

-

-

-

2,063,014

34,272,382

-

49,824,575

42,600,000

Payables

3,057,680

DPA clawback provision

1,694,159

3.11%

5,134,630

5,161,560

-

-

8,327,618

-

8,227,618

100,000

2,063,014

2,063,014

-

-

-

34,272,382

-

28,272,382

6,000,000

5,134,630

2,089,945

49,824,575

7,224,575

36,500,000

6,100,000

-

-

3,057,680

3,057,680

3,057,680

-

-

-

-

1,694,159

1,694,159

1,694,159

-

-

4,751,839

4,751,839

4,751,839

-

-

Financial Liabilities

Cash and cash equivalent

Fair values
All financial assets and liabilities recognised in the Statement of Financial Position, whether they are carried at cost or fair value, are
recognised at amounts that represent a reasonable approximation of fair value unless otherwise stated in the applicable notes.
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4,751,839

Remuneration of members of the Institute and senior officers
Remuneration of members of the Institute
The number of members of the Institute whose total of fees, salaries, superannuation, non-monetary benefits and other
benefits for the financial year, fall within the following bands are:

(a) The amount of receivables excludes the GST receivables from the ATO (statutory receivable).
Interest rate exposure
Weighted
Average
Effective
Interest
Rate
%

Carrying
Amount
$

Fixed
Interest
Rate
$

$

Maturity Dates

Variable
Interest
Rate
$

NonInterest
Bearing
$

Nominal
Amount
$

Up to 1
month
$

1-3 months
$

3-6 months
$

2014
Financial Assets
Cash and cash
equivalent
Restricted cash &
cash equivalent

2.85%

2,550,614

2.85%

10,145,669

2,520,754
5,000,000

5,145,669

4,165,808
3.71%

Financial Liabilities
Payables
DPA clawback
provision

29,860

8

$240,001 -$250,000

-

1

$290,001 - $300,000

1

-

278,088

253,370

2,733

(7,183)

Base remuneration and superannuation

10,145,669
4,165,808

Other benefits
The total remuneration of the members of the Institute

2,550,614

2014
7

Annual leave and long service leave accruals

Receivables (a)

(a)

2015

$0 - $10,000

23,025

11,226

303,846

257,413

5,000,000

4,165,808
36,000,000

8,000,000

17,000,000

11,000,000

Total remuneration includes the superannuation expense incurred by the Institute in respect of members of the Institute.

4,195,668

52,862,091

13,000,000

17,000,000

11,000,000

Remuneration of senior officers

2,697,906

2,697,906

2,697,906

2,697,906

3,185,417

3,185,417

3,185,417

3,185,417

5,883,323

5,883,323

5,883,323

5,883,323

36,000,000

36,000,000

52,862,091

41,000,000

7,666,423

The number of senior officers other than senior officers reported as members of the Institute, whose total of fees, salaries,
superannuation, non-monetary benefits and other benefits for the financial year, fall within the following bands are:
2015
2014
$
$10,001 - $20,000
1
-

The amount of receivables excludes the GST receivables from the ATO (statutory receivable).

Interest rate sensitivity analysis
The following table represents a summary of the interest rate sensitivity of the Institute’s financial assets and liabilities at the end of the reporting period on
the surplus for the period and on the equity for a 1% change in interest rates. It is assumed that the change in interest rates is held constant throughout the
reporting period.

- 100 Basis Points

2015

Carrying
amount
$

Surplus
$

Equity
$

+ 100 Basis Points
Surplus
$

Equity
$

Financial Assets

$20,001 - $30,000

-

$30,001 - $40,000

1

1
-

$80,001 - $90,000

-

1

$150,001 - $160,000

1

-

$160,001 - $170,000

-

2

$170,001 - $180,000

1

-

$180,001 - $190,000

1

2

$190,001 - $200,000

1

-

$200,001 - $210,000

-

1

Cash and cash equivalent

5,161,560

(51,317)

(51,317)

51,317

51,317

$240,001 - $250,000

2

-

Restricted cash and cash equivalent

8,327,618

(83,276)

(83,276)

83,276

83,276

$250,001 - $260,000

1

-

34,272,382

(342,724)

(342,724)

342,724

342,724

(477,317)

(477,317)

477,317

477,317

Other financial assets
Total Increase / (Decrease)
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Base remuneration and superannuation

1,479,023

1,072,755

Annual leave and long service leave accruals

9,839

(88,344)

Other benefits

5,022

14,775

1,493,884

999,186

The total remuneration of senior officers

The total remuneration includes the superannuation expense incurred by the Institute in respect of senior officers other than
senior officers reported as members of the Institute.
No senior officers are members of the Pension Scheme.

40

Remuneration of auditor
Remuneration payable to the Auditor General in respect to the audit for the current financial year is as
follows:
2015

2014

$
Auditing the accounts, financial statements and performance indicators

41

$

105,000

105,000

Related bodies
The Institute has no related bodies.

42

Affiliated bodies
The Institute has no affiliated bodies.

43

Supplementary financial information
2015
(a) Write-Offs
Public property written off by the Governing Council during the financial year

$

139,752

150,623

Bad debts

70,285

188,866

Inventory

2,315

1,161

Other (Supplier creditor balances)

(b) Losses through theft, defaults and other causes
Losses of public and other moneys and public and other property through theft or
default
Amounts recovered

44

2014

$

578

-

212,930

340,650

8,294

7,627

(4,750)

-

3,544

7,627

Schedule of income and expenditure by service
The Institute provides only one service (as defined by Treasurer's Instruction 1101 (9) and that is Vocational Education and
Training Delivery.
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Annual Estimates
In accordance with Treasurer’s Instruction 953, the annual estimates for the 2016 year are
hereby included in the 2015 Annual Report. These estimates do not from part of the 2015
financial statements and are not subject to audit.
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Central Institute of Technology
S40 SUBMISSION
STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

Central Institute of Technology
S40 SUBMISSION
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
2016
Estimate
$

2016
Estimate
$
ASSETS

COST OF SERVICES
Expenses
Employee benefits expense
Supplies and services
Depreciation and amortisation expense
Grants and subsidies
Loss on disposal of non-current assets
Cost of sales
Other expenses
Total Cost of Services

Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
95,389,432
23,888,408
7,216,666
43,815
2,334
595,202
7,996,656
135,132,513

Restricted cash and cash equivalents

32,967,127

Student charges and fees

24,809,876

Receivables

214,356

Sales

502,497

Commonwealth grants and contributions

834,221

Interest revenue
Other revenue
Total Revenue
Gains
Gain on disposal of non-current assets

1,500,643
871,723
61,700,623

153,777
4,405,669

Other current assets

620,368

Other financial assets

20,100,000

Total Current Assets

44,955,270

Non-Current Assets
Intangible assets

Ancillary trading

1,071,399

Inventories

Property, plant and equipment
Income
Revenue
Fee for service

18,604,057

261,395,194
2,166,667

Total Non-Current Assets

263,561,861

TOTAL ASSETS

308,517,132

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Payables

2,418,726

Provisions

12,935,612

Other current liabilities
Total Current Liabilities

2,378,788
17,733,125

Non-Current Liabilities
-

Provisions
Total Non-Current Liabilities

Total income other than income from State Government

61,700,623

NET COST OF SERVICES

73,431,891

TOTAL LIABILITIES
NET ASSETS

4,175,000
4,175,000
21,908,125
286,609,006

INCOME FROM STATE GOVERNMENT
EQUITY
State funds
Resources received free of charge
Total income from State Government

65,455,079
2,578,000
68,033,079

SURPLUS (DEFICIT) FOR THE PERIOD

(5,398,812)

Contributed Equity

66,366,180

Reserves

112,687,165

Accumulated surplus/(deficiency)

107,555,661

TOTAL EQUITY

286,609,006

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Changes in asset revaluation reserve
TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE PERIOD

(5,398,812)
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Central Institute of Technology
S40 SUBMISSION
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

Central Institute of Technology
S40 SUBMISSION
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
2016
Estimate
$

Balance of equity at start of period
CONTRIBUTED EQUITY
Balance at start of period
Distributions to owners
Balance at end of period

2016
Estimate
$

292,007,818

66,366,180
66,366,180

CASH FLOWS FROM STATE GOVERNMENT
State funds
Capital contributions

61,807,616
-

Net cash provided by State Government

61,807,616

Utilised as follows:
RESERVES
Asset Revaluation Reserve
Balance at start of period

112,687,154

Restated balance at start of period

112,687,164

Gains/(losses) from asset revaluation

-

Balance at end of period

112,687,154

G ACCUMULATED SURPLUS (RETAINED EARNINGS)
Balance at start of period
Restated balance at start of period
Surplus/(deficit) or profit/(loss) for the period
Balance at end of period

112,954,473
112,954,473
(5,398,812)
107,555,661

Balance of equity at end of period

286,609,006

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Payments
Employee benefits
Supplies and services
Grants and subsidies
GST payments on purchases
GST payments to taxation authority
Other payments
Receipts
Fee for service

32,934,437

Student charges and fees

24,524,330

Ancillary trading

214,536

Commonwealth grants and contributions
Total income and expense for the period

(5,398,812)

(94,958,356)
(21,281,796)
(44,692)
(3,482,476)
(150,286)
(8,341,047)

834,221

Interest received

1,500,643

GST receipts on sales

1,395,060

GST receipts from taxation authority

2,069,896

Other receipts

1,375,053

Net cash provided by/(used in) operating activities

63,241,794

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Purchase of non-current physical assets

(2,500,000)

Net cash provided by/(used in) investing activities

(2,500,000)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash held and cash equivalents

(3,934,179)

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period

43,709,635

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE END OF THE PERIOD

39,775,456
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Certification of Key Performance Indicators
We hereby certify that the key performance indicators are based on proper records, are relevant and appropriate for assisting users to assess Central Institute of Technology’s performance, and
fairly represent the performance of Central Institute of Technology for the financial year ended 31 December 2015.

Emeritus Professor Bill Louden AM
Chair Governing Council
Central Institute of Technology
24 February 2016

Mr Neil Fernandes
Managing Director
Central Institute of Technology
24 February 2016
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2012
Actual
Profile
(SCH)

Key Performance Indicators
Department of Training and Workforce
Development ANZSCO Groups

Desired Outcomes

2013
Actual
Profile
(SCH)

2014
Actual
Profile
(SCH)

2015
Target
Profile
(SCH)

2015
Actual
Profile
(SCH)

21. Arts and Media Professionals

645,405

492,956

545,984

426,120

483,071

22. Business, Human Resource and Marketing
Professionals

126,490

149,095

126,100

100,360

91,445

The Effectiveness Indicators have been developed to assist in the Institute’s monitoring and
management processes, and to enhance accountability to the people of Western Australia.

23. Design, Engineering, Science and Transport
Professionals

156,541

437,809

364,054

381,610

383,639

6,735

15,900

3,545

13,000

1,680

The Performance Indicators of the Institute measure the efficiency and effectiveness of
Central Institute of Technology’s efforts of addressing community and industries training
needs.

25. Health Professionals

85,842

212,990

73,370

56,220

60,120

The data is subject to audit under the Financial Management Act 2006.

2. PROFESSIONALS Total

1,140,501

1,408,770

1,235,078

1,049,220

1,128,106

31. Engineering, ICT and Science Technicians

1,280,075

1,068,469

895,838

883,360

725,765

250

36,888

8,502

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

41,476

45,402

26,121

34,020

9,954

35. Food Trades Workers

0

0

0

0

0

36. Skilled Animal and Horticultural Workers

0

0

0

0

0

562,968

528,827

366,904

293,050

274,797

3. TECHNICIANS AND TRADES WORKERS Total 1,884,769

1,010,516

The provision of vocational education and training services to meet community and industry
training needs

24. Education Professionals

26. ICT Professionals
27. Legal, Social and Welfare Professionals

Achievement of Institute Profile

32. Automotive and Engineering Trades Workers
33. Construction Trades Workers

This performance indicator reports the effectiveness of the Institute in meeting Delivery and
Performance Agreement targets, enabling customer needs to be achieved, through which
Central Institute of Technology is resourced to deliver courses under Government purchased
funding guidelines. This purchased delivery took into consideration the needs of the local
community, individuals and the training plans of industry. The diversity of delivery indicates
the extent to which the Institute has met the strategic training needs of the State as defined
in the State Training Profile as well as additional delivery provided under a fee-for-service
arrangement.

34. Electrotechnology and Telecommunications
Trades Workers

39. Other Technicians and Trades Workers

Measure A: Profile Analysis for Central Institute of Technology (Effectiveness
Indicator)

Department of Training and Workforce
Development ANZSCO Groups
11. Chief Executives, General Managers and
Legislators

2012
Actual
Profile
(SCH)

2013
Actual
Profile
(SCH)

2014
Actual
Profile
(SCH)

2015
Target
Profile
(SCH)

16,245

8,010

16,570

0

0

0

0

0

13. Specialist Managers

157,410

203,662

164,093

106,280

142,337

14. Hospitality, Retail and Service Managers

100,630

97,778

104,701

62,480

77,700

1. MANAGERS Total

279,635

319,200

285,039

176,770

236,607

12. Farmers and Farm Managers

0
108,151

1,297,365

1,210,430

726,377

748,076

737,730

657,174

42. Carers and Aides

540,085

411,546

447,855

466,200

494,372

0

0

0

10,990

7,000

21,644

0

0

0

0

429,368

409,131

345,462

328,420

282,687

1,677,327

1,547,054

1,541,393

1,543,340

1,441,233

51. Office Managers and Program Administrators

140,445

126,380

62,960

54,150

57,460

52. Personal Assistants and Secretaries

168,370

133,203

107,585

86,590

69,880

53. General Clerical Workers

195,465

210,925

197,155

188,620

148,700

13,860

15,620

1,395

0

0

117,965

147,005

101,560

77,330

71,100

0

1,940

980

0

675

59. Other Clerical and Administrative Workers

280,659

260,848

170,612

152,320

130,345

5. CLERICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE WORKERS
Total

916,764

895,921

642,247

559,010

478,160

4. COMMUNITY AND PERSONAL SERVICE
WORKERS Total

17,760

0
71,910

1,679,586

45. Sports and Personal Service Workers

21,595

0
122,025

686,230

44. Protective Service Workers

2015
Actual
Profile
(SCH)

0
100,020

41. Health and Welfare Support Workers

43. Hospitality Workers

This indicator details the total number of Student Curriculum Hours (SCH) delivered (both
Delivery and Performance Agreement Funded and fee-for-service).

0
119,488

54. Inquiry Clerks and Receptionists
55. Numerical Clerks
56. Clerical and Office Support Workers
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Department of Training and Workforce
Development ANZSCO Groups
61. Sales Representatives and Agents
62. Sales Assistants and Salespersons
6. SALES WORKERS Total
71. Machine and Stationary Plant Operators

2012
Actual
Profile
(SCH)

2013
Actual
Profile
(SCH)

30,610

2014
Actual
Profile
(SCH)

12,243

2015
Target
Profile
(SCH)

11,176

2015
Actual
Profile
(SCH)

13,000

anticipated. This was offset by higher than target fee for service delivery.

Measure B: Profile Achievement (Effectiveness Indicator)

8,661

6,120

13,473

3,563

4,510

3,598

36,730

25,716

14,739

17,510

12,259

192,611

155,573

113,624

63,030

65,540

72. Mobile Plant Operators

0

0

0

0

0

73. Road and Rail Drivers

0

0

0

0

0

74. Storepersons

0

0

0

0

0

192,611

155,573

113,624

63,030

65,540

7. MACHINERY OPERATORS AND DRIVERS
Total
81. Cleaners and Laundry Workers
82. Construction and Mining Labourers
83. Factory Process Workers
84. Farm, Forestry and Garden Workers
85. Food Preparation Assistants
89. Other Labourers

0

0

0

0

0

26,712

31,692

19,172

36,310

7,584

0

0

0

0

0

21,396

10,223

8,268

16,070

4,690

0

0

0

0

0

1,700

26,591

34,700

36,240

26,189

8. LABOURERS Total

49,808

68,506

62,140

88,620

38,463

G. General Education

805,060

692,075

875,591

992,070

926,705

Total Profile Delivery

6,983,205

6,792,401

6,067,216

5,700,000

5,337,589

Non Profile Delivery

3,923,497

3,932,149

4,739,306

4,300,000

4,698,271

10,906,702

10,724,550

10,806,522

10,000,000

10,035,860

Institute Total Delivery

Notes: (for Measure A):
a. Source: Central Institute of Technology Delivery and Performance Agreement
b. Definition: The table indicates the quota and actual achievement of SCH in the profiled
Department of Training and Workforce Development Industry Group Categories. The
classification of these Industry Groups is based on the occupation or outcome the course
is intended to serve and highlights the Institute’s performance in achieving industry
delivery targets.
c. Derivation: DPA data represents the actual achievement of SCH in respective years.
Planned data is obtained from the DPA and actual SCH from the College Management
Information System (CMIS). Non-profile delivery SCH is the actual SCH count of
enrolments not funded under the DPA in CMIS.
d. Comments: Central’s actual DPA SCH delivery was below target due to the impact of
increased tuition fees and reduced school leaver numbers being more severe than

This performance indicator shows the percentage of Student Curriculum Hours (SCH)
achieved for activities as contracted with Department of Training and Workforce
Development for vocational education and training delivery through the Delivery and
Performance Agreement.
Profile Achievement =

Actual Delivery and Performance Agreement SCH Achieved
Target SCH contained within Delivery and Performance Agreement

2009
Actual

2010
Actual

2011
Actual

2012
Actual

2013
Actual

2014
Actual

2015
Actual

2015
Target

115.6%

111.1%

103.3 %

98.4%

100.4%

91.9%

93.6%

100.0%

Notes (for Measure B):
a. Source: Central Institute of Technology Delivery and Performance Agreement.
b. Derivation: DPA data represents the actual achievement of SCH in respective years.
c. Comments: Central’s actual DPA SCH delivery was below target due to the impact of
increased tuition fees and reduced school leaver numbers being more severe than
anticipated.

Overall Cost per SCH (Efficiency Indicator)
The overall cost per SCH demonstrates the efficiency with which Central Institute of
Technology manages its resources to enable the provision of vocational education and
training programs.
Actual Cost =

Total Cost of Services
Total SCH

2009
Actual

2010
Actual

2011
Actual

2012
Actual

2013
Actual

2014
Actual

2015
Actual

2015
Target

$9.92

$10.93

$11.65

$12.36

$12.27

$12.29

$13.07

$12.66

Notes (for Overall Cost per SCH):
a. Source: Financial Statements and the College Management Information System.
b. Derivation: The total delivery cost per SCH is calculated by dividing the total cost of
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c.

services measured on an accrual basis by the total SCH delivered. The total SCH is the
total number of enrolments multiplied by the hourly duration of these modules as
registered in the College Management Information System in accordance with the
Australian Vocational Education and Training Management Information Statistical
Standard. Delivery from all funding sources is included. The total cost of services figure
is obtained from the Annual Financial Statements.
Comments: The increase in Actual cost per SCH reflects the decrease in total student
contact hours (7%) accompanied by a smaller percentage reduction in total cost of
services. Ongoing employment expenses were reduced by $4.5m (5%) reflecting
reduced delivery however this was offset by once off severance costs of $5.11m. In
addition services provided free of charge by the Department of Training and Workforce
Development increased by $0.9m primarily as a result of the cost of systems
developments transferred to the State Training Providers. Depreciation and
amortisation costs which are not in the short term influenced by SCH increased by
$0.2m (3%).

Department of Training and Workforce Development Student Satisfaction
Survey
The 2015 Student Satisfaction Survey has been administered on behalf of the Department of
Training and Workforce Development by Patterson Research Group. The survey is used to
measure the quality of the service which is provided by the Department and State Training
Providers, and to gain a better understanding of its customers and their needs. Institute
specific data are reported as well as comparisons with other State Training Providers.
The usable state target population was established as 51,008 and the response rate for
Western Australia was 20.1%. From a usable population of 9,404 at Central Institute of
Technology, 2,322 usable returns were received, making the response rate 24.7%.

Overall Student Satisfaction Rating (Effectiveness Indicator)
The overall student satisfaction rating expresses the number of ‘satisfied’ and ‘very satisfied’
respondents. The results provide an overall expression of how satisfied students are with
various services provided by the Institute. From 2012 there was a change in the analysis
methodology to weight the response data back to the total student population based on 192
different weight cells (a combination of gender, age group, student status and the specific
Training Provider). Prior to 2012 the weights definition was based on a combination of WADT
Group, student status and the specific Training Provider, resulting in 943 different weight
cells.

2009
Annual

2010
Actual

2011
Actual

2012
Actual

2013
Actual

2014
Actual

2015
Actual

2015
Target

Central

83.2%

85.5%

87.0%

83.8%

82.4%

83.3%

85.6%

85.0%

WA

85.6%

86.7%

88.4%

86.3%

85.9%

86.9%

87.8%

n.a.

Notes:
a.
Source: Department of Training and Workforce Development, 2015 WA Student
Satisfaction Survey.
b.
Derivation: The standard error for the Central sample of the survey was calculated at
0.6% with a relative sampling error of ±1.2%, with a 95% confidence level (for Western
Australia the standard error was 0.3% and sampling error ±0.6%
c.
Comments: The proportion of Central students surveyed who were satisfied or very
satisfied with their training has significantly increased from 2014 to 2015 (p < .05).
During 2015 Central implemented a series of student engagement initiatives aimed at
improving our student satisfaction levels.

Student Outcome Survey
The Student Outcomes Survey is conducted on behalf of the National Centre for Vocational
Education Research (NCVER) by the Social Research Centre. The aim of the survey is to
measure vocational education and training students’ employment, further study and the
opinions of the training undertaken.
Questionnaires were sent to a stratified (field of education, sex and age), randomly selected
sample of Central Institute of Technology graduates who successfully completed a
qualification in the previous reporting period.
In 2012 the NCVER made improvements in the classification of graduates and module
completers (see ‘An analysis of self-reported graduates’,
http://www.ncver.edu.au/publications/2501.html). The 2011 data has been adjusted in the
following tables, which means data presented in Central’s 2011 annual report will be different
to the data shown here. NCVER have not applied the new classification approach to the data
from previous years for TAFE WA and TAFE Australia, the benchmarks used by Central in the
effectiveness indicator reporting.
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Graduate Achievement Rating (Effectiveness Indicator)
The Graduate Achievement Rating is an indicator that measures the extent to which Central
Institute of Technology graduates have fully or partly achieved their main reason for
undertaking the training.
2011
Actual

2012
Actual

2013
Actual

2014
Actual

2015
Actual

2015
Target

Central

82.5%

83.2%

82.4%

78.3%

80.7%

85.0%

Western Australia

87.5%

88.5%

85.8%

83.5%

83.9%

Australia

85.8%

85.0%

83.8%

82.7%

82.2%

Notes:
a. Source: Student Outcome Survey, National Centre for Vocational Education Research (NCVER).
Please Note: The 2015 report presents the data from graduates of the 2014 academic year.
b. Derivation: The relative 95% confidence interval was ±2.3% for Central graduates.
c. Comments: Although 9.1% of Central Institute of Technology graduates identified further study as
their main reason for undertaking their training, 40.8% were enrolled in further study after their
training. Achievement of the initial main reason may not therefore be a reliable indicator of
effectiveness when considered independently of other data.

Graduate Destination (Effectiveness Indicator)
The proportion of graduates in employment is a performance indicator, as at 29 May 2015,
which shows the extent to which Central Institute of Technology is providing relevant and
quality training that improves student employability.
Please Note: No targets for this indicator have been set as graduate destination is beyond
the influence and control of the Institute.
Employed

Actual
2011

Actual
2012

Actual
2013

Actual
2014

Actual
2015

Target
2015

Central

75.1%

77.8%

77.5%

75.1%

73.6%

n.a.

Western Australia

79.7%

82.2%

80.4%

79.2%

77.7%

n.a.

Australia

77.1%

77.8%

77.1%

77.1%

74.3%

n.a.

Unemployed

Actual
2011

Actual
2012

Actual
2013

Actual
2014

Actual
2015

Target
2015

Central

12.5%

11.2%

13.1%

13.9%

16.2%

n.a.

Western Australia

9.9%

9.5%

10.8%

11.8%

13.2%

n.a.

Australia

12.0%

11.9%

13.2%

13.4%

15.7%

n.a.

Not in Labour Force

Actual
2011

Actual
2012

Actual
2013

Actual
2014

Actual
2015

Target
2015

Central

12.2%

10.9%

9.3%

10.8%

10.1%

n.a.

Western Australia

10.0%

8.2%

8.5%

8.7%

8.9%

n.a.

Australia

10.6%

10.1%

9.6%

9.2%

9.9%

n.a.

Enrolled in Further
Study After Training

Actual
2011

Actual
2012

Actual
2013

Actual
2014

Actual
2015

Target
2015

Central

47.4%

44.2%

39.8%

43.1%

40.8%

n.a.

Western Australia

34.0%

37.8%

37.1%

37.0%

37.3%

n.a.

Australia

32.8%

37.4%

36.1%

36.9%

35.3%

n.a.

Notes:
a. Source: Student Outcome Survey, National Centre for Vocational Education Research (NCVER).
b. Derivation: Graduate labour force status was derived according to the standard definitions of the
Australian Bureau of Statistics of employed, unemployed and not in the labour force.
c. Comment: Central, with its comparatively strong focus on higher level qualifications, has the
lowest proportion of students who undertook the training because it was part of a traineeship or
apprenticeship (Central 15.9%; TAFE WA 25.9% and TAFE Australia 21.0%). While Central had
comparatively fewer graduates employed after training compared to TAFE WA , 9.8% of Central
graduates were enrolled at university after training (TAFE WA 7.8% and TAFE Australia 9.6%) and
25.4% of Central graduates were enrolled at a TAFE institute after training (TAFE WA 22.0% and
TAFE Australia 17.9%). A higher proportion of Central graduates undertook training for further
study reasons (Central 9.1%; TAFE WA 6.7% and TAFE Australia 5.7%).
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Ministerial Directives
Treasurer’s Instruction 903 (12) requires Central Institute of Technology to disclose details of
any Ministerial directives relevant to the setting of desired outcomes or operational
objectives, the achievement of desired outcomes or operational objectives, investment
activities and financing activities.
No such directives were issued to Central Institute of Technology.

Other Financial Disclosures
Pricing Policies for Services Provided
Under the Vocational Education and Training Regulations 1996, the Institute may determine
fees and charges for services, other than for services prescribed by the Minister for Training
and Workforce Development. The Institute has documented fees and charges payable,
including those gazetted by the Minister, in its annual Fees and Charges Policy.
Included in the 2015 Fees and Charges Policy is the application of statutory fees and charges
in Schedule 1 of the Policy, of Institute fees and charges in Schedule 2 of the Policy and of
Resource Fees in Schedule 3. In 2015, Central Institute of Technology’s resource fees and VET
for Schools figures were increased by 2.6%; other discretionary administration charges were
not adjusted. These charges were applied in accordance with the VET Fees and Charges
Policy 2015.

Capital Works
Central Institute of Technology’s capital works program was funded by internally generated
revenue and State Government contributions. An overview of the major capital works
completed and in progress is presented below.

Fire Panel Replacement at 25 Aberdeen Street
Replacement of the fire panel was necessary due to age and modifications made over a 30
year period. The total cost of the project was $115,000.
Leederville Campus Fire Services Upgrade
Fire services were upgraded to comply with current standards through the installation of new
pipework, a water tank, booster pumps, hydrants and hose reels. The total cost of the project
was $1 million.
Le Cordon Bleu Fit Out at 16 Aberdeen Street
This project saw the creation of a training space for the delivery of Le Cordon Bleu courses.
The total cost of the project was $185,000.
Critical Maintenance Works at Mount Lawley Campus
Work was scheduled in 2015 to address a series of critical maintenance issues at Central’s
Mount Lawley campus. This included the replacement of air conditioning, toilet
refurbishment and re-roofing at various areas of the campus. The total cost of the project
was $480,000.
19 Aberdeen Street Update to Screen Printing Rooms
Reconfiguration of training space to accommodate the installation of new wash stations was
necessary due to compliance issues and the age of the equipment. The total cost of the
project was $110,000.
19 Aberdeen Street Structural Maintenance Works
Structural work was carried out to maintain the integrity of the cooling tower, external sun
louvers and windows to the north elevation. The total cost of the project was $110,000.

Completed Capital Works

CCTV Upgrades at East Perth and Leederville

Forecourt Upgrade at 25 Aberdeen Street

Existing CCTV systems were upgraded at Central’s East Perth and Leederville campuses.
CCTV systems are important to discouraging anti-social behaviour and to record incidents.
The total cost of the project was $68,000.

This project has created a new entrance into 25 Aberdeen Street and provided an open
forecourt providing permeability to the building, a student collaborative working area,
universal access and has helped to integrated buildings within the Perth campus. The total
cost of the project was $1.2 million.

Museum Street Maintenance
Critical maintenance at Museum Street in Northbridge was carried out to stabilise building
foundations, and address structural cracks. The total cost of the project was $35,000.
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12 Aberdeen Street Concrete Cancer Repair

Workforce Development and Training

Work was undertaken at 12 Aberdeen Street to repair the front concrete elevation of the
building. The total cost of the project was $70,000.

In 2015, Central staff members underwent several customer service training workshops in an
effort to drive improved customer service. Staff had the opportunity to expand on the work
done in the workshops, and continue towards earning a Certificate IV in Business or
Customer Service.

Capital Works in Progress
Chiller Replacement at 25 Aberdeen Street
The replacement of air conditioning chillers at 25 Aberdeen Street was a jointly funded
project with the Department of Training and Workforce Development, with Central
contributing $220,000. The chillers were installed and commissioned over the Christmas
closedown to reduce disruption to students and staff. The expected completion date is 1
February 2016. The total cost of this project is $1.57 million.

Employment and Industrial Relations
Staff Profile
A summary of employees by category as at 31 December 2014 and 2015 is as follows:
Staff Category

Six staff members participated in the LH Martin Institute Emerging Leaders and Managers
Program (eLAMP). The program is designed for new and aspiring tertiary education
managers to develop their skills and knowledge as leaders in the field.
This year was one of much change for Central’s administrative staff members, as a result of
the Admin Review. To support staff members through the review, job application and
interview, training sessions were held to help develop their skills and guide them through the
process.
The Centre for Training Excellence continued to deliver a suite of professional development
opportunities to staff members, including over 100 workshops and events.

Industrial Relations

2014

2015

Number of permanent, contract staff

971

943

Number of casual staff

243

216

Percentage of full-time staff (perm and contract)

63%

64%

Percentage of part-time staff (perm and contract)

37%

36%

Percentage of male staff (perm and contract)

38%

37%

Percentage of female staff (perm and contract)

62%

63%

Percentage of academic staff (perm and contract)

56%

57%

Governance Disclosures

Percentage of Academic support staff (perm and contract)

44%

43%

Declaration of Interests

Percentage of staff with a disability (perm and contract)

2%

2%

Percentage of Indigenous staff (perm and contract)

1%

1%

In accordance with the requirements of Treasurer’s Instruction 903(14) on disclosure of
interests of senior officers:

Percentage of staff from an ethnic background (perm and
contract)

39%

40%

Percentage of staff under 25 years of age (perm and
contract)

2.5%

2%

During 2015 a total of 5 new disciplinary matters relating to alleged breaches of the Staff
Code of Conduct were managed by the Industrial Relations team. Following investigation, 3
were found to have breached the Staff Code of Conduct and issued with a penalty. Two cases
remain unresolved and will carry over to 2016.
Central continued to regularly report to the Public Sector Commission/Corruption and Crime
Commission where matters of minor/serious misconduct, as defined by the Corruption and
Crime Act 2003, were involved.




no senior officer has had any shareholding in the Institute; and
to the best of our knowledge, no senior officer has any interest in contracts made or
proposed with the Institute.
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Public Liability Insurance

Other Legal Requirements

Central Institute of Technology has paid $5,973.55 for Directors and Officers Liability
Insurance to indemnify any director (as defined in Part 3 of the Statutory Corporations
(Liability of Directors) Act 1996) against a liability incurred under sections 13 or 14 of the
Statutory Corporations (Liability of Directors) Act 1996.

Board and Committee Remuneration
The individual and aggregate cost of remunerating Governing Council members at Central
Institute of Technology in 2015 was as follows:

Advertising
In accordance with Section 175ZE of the Electoral Act 1907, the following is a statement for all
expenditure incurred by Central Institute of Technology during 2015 in relation to advertising,
market research, polling, direct mail and media advertising organisations:
1.
2.

The total expenditure for 2015 was 416,186.09
Expenditure was incurred in the following areas:

Expenditure
Position

Chair
Deputy Chair
Member

Name
Emeritus
Professor William
Louden AM
Peter Brown
Stedman Ellis

Type of
remuneration

Period
of membership

Gross
remuneration

Annual Salary

Full year

$18,524.30

Per meeting

Full year

$1,478.00

Per meeting

Full year

$1,308.00

Advertising agencies
Media advertising
organisations
Online/web development

Total
$51,621.31
$288,564.78
Nil

Expenditure
3 Geeks
J Walter Thompson
Adcorp
OMD

Amount
$26,431.69
$12,564.91
$12, 624.71
$288,564.78

Nil
Research Solutions
Scout Market
Intelligence

Nil

Member

Mara West

Per meeting

Full year

$654

Market research
organisations

Member

Colin CampbellFraser

Per meeting

Full year

$2,289.00

Polling organisations

Nil

Nil

Member

Paul Jones

Per meeting

Full year

$981

Direct mail organisations

Nil

Nil

Member

Joanne Farrell

Per meeting

Full year

$654

Member

Dianne Bianchini

Per meeting

Full year

$0

Member

Dorothy Collins

Per meeting

Full year

$0
$25,888.30

$76,000.00

$20,000.00
$56,000.00

Disability Access and Inclusion Plan Outcomes 2015
Central Institute of Technology is committed to ensuring all students can achieve their
academic potential by supporting them to participate in all aspects of their training. To this
end, academic staff are encouraged to adopt inclusive teaching practices in both the design
and delivery of courses, which ensures equality in training by minimising disadvantages
experienced by students with a disability.
Our Access and Equity Support Service continues to operate from the premise of identifying
what reasonable adjustments can be made to the delivery of courses to build the student’s
capacity to participate and learn. This approach to service delivery is assisting academically
able, mainstream vocational education and training students to independently attain the
required level of competency needed to successfully complete their course.
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During 2015, an interim review of the Institute’s Disability Access and Inclusion Plan (DAIP)
was undertaken to formally incorporate the Seventh DAIP Standard in line with legislative
requirements. After public and student consultation, Central’s updated DAIP has been
lodged with and accepted by the Disability Services Commission.



3.

Listed below against the seven DAIP desired outcomes are some of the strategies being
implemented by the Institute.
1.








2.

Training workshops on universal design and reasonable adjustments have been
formally incorporated in the Institute’s professional development program.
Continued to provide a semester based Access and Equity Scholarship.
Continued to provide access to Disability Services Officers across all major
campuses.
Continued to work collaboratively with learning portfolio staff to support students
with a disability to achieve their academic goals.
Continued provision of wheelchair access and interpreters at Central’s events when
required.
Continued to attract Disabled Australian Apprentice Wage Support funding for
students in apprenticeships and traineeships programmes requiring additional
assistance.

People with a disability receive information from Central Institute of Technology in a
format that will enable them to access the information as readily as other people are
able to access it. This includes:



People with a disability have the same opportunities as other people to access the
services of, and any events organised by Central Institute of Technology.






4.

















5.

Redeveloped Central’s website to improve accessibility for all people.
Continued provision of electronic formatted books/texts, lesson notes, course
information and adaptive technology assistance for vision impaired students and
other students with a disability.
Continued provision of training material in formats appropriate to student needs.
Continued provision of the Central in-house Interpreting service for deaf students.
Continued provision of Kurzweil adaptive technology for blind students.
Customised training for staff and Interpreters/assistants in the use of BrailleNote to
assist a blind/deaf student.

People with a disability receive the same level and quality of service from the staff of
Central Institute of Technology as other people through:

People with a disability have the same opportunities as other people to access buildings
and other facilities of Central Institute of Technology. The following upgrades were
made:
The Forecourt outside the 25 Aberdeen Street campus underwent a significant
redevelopment. Correction of uneven stair risers, installation of new ramps and
provision of wheelchair seating were key objectives of this access improvement
project.
All automatic doors were upgraded across the four Aberdeen Street campus sites.
The main lecturer theatre at 25 Aberdeen Street received a major upgrade to
improve step free access and general safety and egress.
Aquabubbler wheelchair accessible cold water drinking fountains were installed at
133 Newcastle Street.
Continued upgrading of signage to all campuses.

A Door Decal Pilot at our Perth and East Perth campuses was trialled to improve
safety for vision impaired people.

Staff awareness and training sessions on reasonable adjustment requirements,
universal design practices, and EEO obligations.
Continued team consultation between members of the student support
(Psychologist, Career Counsellors, JobsCentral and Disability Services) to ensure
smooth transition into training pathways and employment.
Continued investigation into assistive technologies that aid curriculum and learning
outcomes available to students.
Continued provision of ongoing liaison and training with staff regarding the
technologies available to improve learning outcomes.
Ensuring all Central contractors and agents are aware of their obligations and
responsibilities to people with disabilities by including a clause in all contracts and
agreements as stated in Central’s DAIP.

People with a disability have the same opportunities as other people to make
complaints at Central Institute of Technology. This includes:


Ensuring the Central customer complaint process is accessible for students wishing
to raise an issue with the Institute and mediation processes are in formats
appropriate to the needs of the student.
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6.

People with a disability have the same opportunities as other people to participate in
any public consultation at Central Institute of Technology. The following principles and
feedback mechanisms were implemented:





7.

Successful negotiation through consultation and mediation meetings with relevant
stakeholders to resolve issues of complaint.

Any public consultation undertaken by Central is extended to the wider Western
Australian community to provide comment.
Any public consultation pertaining to access improvements is extended to relevant
stakeholders such as students with a disability, disability consumer agencies, peak
disability organisations, and carers of people with a disability.
Students receiving support through our Disability Services are given the
opportunity to provide ongoing feedback during the semester on the services they
receive and any improvements that can be made.

People with a disability have the same opportunities to obtain and maintain
employment with Central Institute of Technology. The following strategies have been
adopted:




Inclusive recruitment practices have been incorporated into both our human
resource practices, as well as training programmes conducted for staff responsible
for recruitment.
Employees with disability are given support to undertake their role, and provided
with appropriate development/promotional opportunities to meet long term plans
for career development.
Flexible employment practices are encouraged to support reasonable adjustments.

representatives from the Public Sector Commission and the Corruption and Crime
Commission during the course of the year. Workplace compliance matters, including but not
limited to Working with Children Check, Accountable and Ethical Decision Making, Central’s
values, employee behaviour and integrity matters continued to be managed by the Industrial
Relations team throughout the year.

Grievances
One (1) grievance was managed in 2015 and was resolved before the end of the year.

Recordkeeping Plan
Central Institute of Technology operates within a sector-wide Recordkeeping Plan. This plan
was endorsed by State Records Office in 2012. State Training Providers also reviewed the
sector-wide Functional Retention and Disposal Schedule and it was approved in December
2013 by State Records Office. The Institute continued to update webpage content to ensure
compliance with governing practices. Policies and procedures were reviewed and
consolidated to ensure they complied with legislative requirements.
Recordkeeping Compliance
2020Global Business Consultants were employed to audit compliance against the
requirements of the State Records Act 2000, the State Records Office Standards, Principles
and Guidelines and the efficiency of the Institute’s Recordkeeping Plan. Issues raised have
been treated with an action plan.

Human Resource Management Standards

In 2014 the Institute continued with TRIM training for staff using the system and
reintroduced the online Recordkeeping Awareness Training course for new and existing staff.
New staff are provided recordkeeping responsibility training during induction and are also
enrolled in the Recordkeeping Awareness Training course. In 2015, training for the new
Student Management System commenced to ensure all staff using the system understood
student records recordkeeping compliance.

In 2015 Central received a total of two (2) breaches of standard claims:

The Records webpage includes the following:











Compliance with Public Sector Standards and Ethical Codes

two (2) related to alleged breaches of the Employment Standard; and
zero (0) related to alleged breaches of the Grievance Standard.

Codes of Ethics and Codes of Conduct (Ethical Codes)
During 2015, the Industrial Relations team created an Integrity Framework for Central,
aligned with the Public Sector Code of Ethics. The framework will be formally implemented
across Central in 2016. Presentations on the integrity framework were also made to

copy of Recordkeeping Plan;
links to State Records Office documents;
policies, procedures and Work Instructions; and
information regarding staffing roles and responsibilities towards recordkeeping.
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Government Policy Requirements
Occupational Safety, Health and Injury Management
Central is committed to the safety and health of staff and students. Central actively
promotes occupational safety and health (OSH) information and systems within the Institute
and provides guidance to staff and students through these systems.
Significant occupational safety and health initiatives undertaken in 2015 include:

implementing a new OSH management system, which will enhance OSH compliance
and accountability across the Institute;

further use of a more supportive injury management processes that focuses on early
intervention to facilitate staff with workers and non-workers compensation injuries and
illnesses to return to the workplace;

ongoing simplification of OSH information, policies, plans and guidelines;

continued mapping and gap analysis of Central’s OSH safety systems against the
WorkSafe Plan;

ongoing development of a safety culture where individual and collective responsibilities
and accountability is integrated into everyday institute planning and course delivery;

safety and health representatives who were promoted via the intranet and attended
safety inspections with management;

regularly scheduled local safety committee meetings;

quarterly Strategic Safety Committee meetings to discuss strategic OSH issues; and

regular contact with statutory authorities, unions, State Training Providers and
government agencies.
In addition, the Industrial Foundation of Accident Prevention were engaged to conduct a
comprehensive evaluation of Central’s WorkSafe Plan. The objective of this work is to
improve Central’s overall compliance assessment rating, with recommendations from this
report used to develop a work plan for the OSH team for 2016.
Throughout 2015, Central continued to manage multiple complex Return to Work Programs
in accordance with the Workers’ Compensation and Injury Management Act 1981.

identify storage compatibility, safe use and handling, exposure levels, and identify any
required Personal Protective Equipment.
Measure
Number of fatalities
Lost time injury and/or disease
(LTI/D) incidence rate

Actual results
2015
2014
0
0
0
0

Lost time injury and/or death
severity rate

25%

25%

Percentage of injured workers
returned to work within (i) 13
weeks and (ii) 26 weeks

100%

100%

Percentage of managers and
supervisors trained in
occupational safety, health
and injury management
responsibilities

90%

80%

Note 1.

Results against target
Target
Comment on result
Zero (0)
Nil
Zero (0) or 10% reduction Nil
on the previous three (3)
years
Zero (0) or 10%
Longer investigation
improvement on the
times required for LTI
previous three (3) years
claims.
Greater than or equal to
Early intervention
80% return to work within Vocational
26 weeks
Rehabilitation within
the first 2-5 days has
ensured return to work
within 13 weeks.
Greater than or equal to
Face to face training
80%
provided Injury
Management to all our
line managers.

Lost time injury or disease incidence rate
The number of lost time injury and/or disease claims lodged where one day or shift or more
was lost from work as a factor of the number of full-time equivalent employees.

Note 2.

Lost time injury severity rate
The number of severe injuries (actual or estimated 60 days or more lost from work) as a
factor of the total number of lost time injury and/or disease claims.

Note 3.

Percentage of managers trained in occupational safety, health and injury management
responsibilities
In 2012, the target for percentage of managers trained in occupational safety, health and
injury management responsibility was set at greater than or equal to 50%. In 2013, this
target was readjusted to 80%.

Central has a hazard and injury management reporting system which is used to analyse any
trends and report to the Strategic Safety Committee. To meet legislative requirements when
dealing with hazardous substances, Central continued to maintain the ChemWatch database.
This is used to produce Material Data Safety Sheets, as well as carry out risk assessments to
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